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. Chapter 011e 

. INTRODUCTION 

The subject: of this dissertation is. a comparison of the rel a~ 
. . 

tive predictive accuracy of;three alternative formulations of the 

model of motivational force proposed by Vroom in Work and Motivation 

in 1964. This introductory chapter provides an overview of several 

models of human behavior, a general explanatfon of the Vroom model, 
,_ . '· -: :· .·,·. ,- :·' •' ·.. ' ·, . ' 

a discussion of the t~o major th~oretical ass~ptionsunderwhich the 

model may be tested, the purpose of this study, and a statement of 

the potential significance of this project. 

Theories of Human Behavior. 

Several .theories have been advanced which attempt to explain 

· human behavior. In general~ these theories may be classifieci into 

three categories: 

(1) those which attemptto>exp1ain behavior as the 
result of nonrational or unconscious motives,. 

(2) .. those which argue that behavior is best understood 
by closely examining the needs themselves, and 

(3) those whichseebehavior as consciously determined 
bya rational choice process. 

. . . 

··· Nonrationa1 theories indude behavior modification (Skinner,· 

1971) and psychoanalytic thepry as deyeloped by Freud (as given by 
·. ._ ' . 

Strachey in a 1953. compilation) . In behavior modification, behavior 

is seen as a. function of its consequences. External modification 

of behavior, there.:fore·, may consist of encouraging a desired 

1 
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behavior by repeatedly rewarding it with positive co71sequences. 

Psychoanalytic motivation theory argl,les that ht.imanbehavior is the 

result of conflicts between the subconscious drives of the id and 

consciousness of the !lorms of' society as provided by the superego~ 
. . 

.These are moder<1.ted by the reality principle of the ego. 

A theory .of behavior devel6ped by Maslow (1943) is the basis 

for most need or content theories of behavior. · I.n this theory, Maslow 

state? that behavior is directed at. satisfying an ordered. hierarchy 
. . 
of needs which begins with physiological needs and progresses through 

. . 

safety, social,. and esteem needs before reaching the. highest level, 

which is called se1f.:.actua1ization. An essential element of the 

hierarchy is that the needs are prepotent in that· any given need 

level must be at least minimally. satisfied before a person advanc~s 

to the next need level. A need hierarchy was examined on the basis 
. . . 

of two sets of factors by Herzberg 0959) who .suggested that one set 

of factors, called hygiene factors, may be present in the work situ:.. 

ation which serve only Jo reduce dissatisfaction. When hygiene fie.-

. tors are present in minimally· satisfactory amounts, the second set 

of factors called motivators may increase satisfaction. Another 

variation of need hierarchywas given by Alderfer (1977) asexis-

tence., relatedness., and growth needs< In this version, in contrast 

with that offered by Maslow, need frustration results in ;regression · 

· to the next lower need level. 

The rational or behavioral ch.oice theories argue that behavior 
. . 

Ls chosen on the basis of interactions between needs and.other fac-



' ' . . 

tors. The manifest needs theol'y a.ttribut.ed to McClelland (1951) and 

. Atkinson. (1964} contends that differences ii1 behavior ::i.re caused by 

different individual levels ofneeds for power, affiliation, and. 
' . 

achievement. Korman (1974) and others believe that a principal cause 

. of behavior is. the need to maintain a c~nsistency of self-image. 
. . 

Equity theory, as espoused by Adams.(1963), is another rational theory 
. . . •, . : . ·. . 

which sees indiVidualbehav:ior as the result of an attempt by a person 

to compensate for perceived inequities of visible outcomes or rewards. 

The final type of rational 1:heory to be. discussed is expectancy . 
. . 

theory as advocated by Vroom (1994)\ · This theory, which inclµdes 
. ' .. 

elements of several of the.other theories discussed, states that an 
indi vidUa1 will choose from a set< of possible behaviors that behavior 

which he or she believes will maximize personal rewards. To determine 
. -' ' ' :· : ' - ·_._ ' ~-- . . -. " .. 

which behavior should be chosen, the individual consdousiy·evaluates 

relationships between behaviors a~d outcomes' and betW'een two levels of· 

outcomes. This theory, in terms of the number of empirical stl.ldies 

published (more than SO), is the. mo5t,popular theory of work moti-

vation. The findings, however, are mixed, and many method~logical,. 
. . 

empiricaJ,.and,theoreticalproblems h;:ive been found in the research 

to da.te. 

The expectancy model will be the focus of this dissertat:i.on 

for the following re a.sons: . · 

{l) 

(2) 

Expectancy theory includes many elements of 
theories and therefore may represent a more 
hensiye view pf behavior .... ·•. ·.·. . 
The inconclusiveness of the empirical results in 
expectancy· theory research ma.}' be· dµe in part• to 
problems of research rather than problems of theory~ · 



(3) Expe¢tancy theory .. considers the "network'' of beliefs 
that individuals holci about their work, :implying · 
that beliefs and expectations must ;be.conside:ted 
along with needs.• 

The Vroom Model of WorkMoti vation . 

The expectancy model of work mbtiv:;i~ion proposed byVroom in 

1964 was the. first to suggest organ:izationalbehavior applications ()f 

the exp~ctancy theory framework whichha.d been developed by psychol-

ogists. The concepts of ezjiectancy and valence are fciuncf iri many 

major psychological theories, and>''· . . this tYPe ofcogni ti ve 

theory probably has more, supporters th.ati any other cognitive theory · 
. . . . . 

in psychology" (Mitchell, 1974., .p. 1053). The psychological foun-
. •' ' 

dations of the theorywerealready firmly in place when Vroom.first 
,,_ ' . 

applied it to o:t'ganizational behav.i()r. 
. .... . 

The Vroom model is actually a 9~t of two . in tel-related models 
. . 

which are generally referred to. as. the valence model and the force· 
. . .-. , . 

model. The valence model rnaybe used alone to 

of a particular outcome. The use of the force model, however,· 

presupposes the use of the>valence niodel tQ provide the valence 

. component of the force 

The term valence was U.Sed by \!room to denote affective oriert-
. . 

tations toward certain outcomes~ Tn ·a. job sih.iatiori, ·valence re.fers 

to the anticipate~ satisfac~ion associated with a partictilar outcome 
', '-"- ·- ' 

by a given individual, An outcome in the Vroom model ma)' have. 
. . 

either positive or negative va+ence. Wh:lle i.t is obvious that end 
. - . ' ' ~- . - '' ., -: .. ' - " - -. -- .,_ .. _; . ' . . ~ - .-. ' .. -· - ' . . 

outcomes haveValencesassociatedwit:h them, theVrdoII1 formulation 



·. -·.'. . '· ·. ~' ,. - .·' .. . _.., - - . . . .. -~ :: : · . 

- ·· .. : .. --. .. :.-:,..:_.·-
;- ... 

.. · .. : .... _-- _. :::·· 

--·-... ' 
'·"· 

."·-;.··: 

"': ... ·.1 .... ••• 

- -·· -- . . .- . . 
EXC>Vides for· means . outcomes· acquire 'yal~nC:e ~s: a ccoµs~>. 

·: ·; .. , - - ·.• - - :" ·' .. - , 5- . ::..· <: . 
. quence of their eXJ)ected rela~~onsh~p to emis'.' · (Vr60m, 1964) -~.> .i.6)~ 

- . -_.·, . ·, 

i •.. ,_ .. 

.-: .. _< ·: -:·~ ·Il ·.-~·-_. . .· 

Vj ·~ fj (~··, ~Vkf:}k)J·. :: . ··· - . 
.k=l. 

- ,· ··::. 

. -"/ 

--. . -:~ .. . ' -. ' . . 
- ' • ~--- - i" -

where vj 'repre;~lltS the valence. of· .mearis<outcome h. Vk. :r~1fr~sents_··~he···· .• '' 
'vdenc~ .of :enci.:9~tcoine :k, a.rid ~j:k repres-ents the .. p~r·t:eived instrumen~ 
tali ty of -outc0me 'j · for. t:Jie att~inm~µt' o;' 9µt come k~< · Tit;fa fol'mu- . ·. ·· 

. lB.tion is embodied in what VrO'.om cafled ''Propo~i tion 1" i ; . . . - ' -- ·- _ ...... ·, - - .. 

- - . ·.·. 
- .-.. ' .. 

. ··• The v'~lence 6£ an· o~tcoine td'~a,,person ~is a,monotoni~~lly., 
· .. increasing fun·c~ion, o:f the a:1g'ebraic. sum of the pr'odticts · 

of the valences . of all pt,he:r'.' outcomes and his conceptions 
of its instrUm.eritaUty for tl:i~ . attainment of those ~·· . . . 
outcomes (Vroom,; 1.9()4,_ p_; .. pJ> : . ,. · '.··.· >. ·;-,·, ·:•.~-

A grap~ic i'epreseritatlon of· a s:i.mple:. two:7valenc~ version of the 

\~.. . ·, : ·: .. 

v;ilence.s ?f entl or: secp~d~level ;outc()mes are :r:epreserited by: v t 'and. 
' ~- ' ' ' 

.··~2_·.· (vkJ: ••. · .Th~:·¥~J~n~es!ofF~·~e~_:mean{_:o~· ;f:r~#~7evel ;~utco~_e_s_.a.fe _rep.~.·-.. . .. 
re.sented by Y/ cyl:and .. V2Y· ''Th~ m?~s·; ~·al~nc~ \r1: i~f cal.~ul~ted :a~ '·th~: ' 

. · .. sum .of the two pro~uc~s·. °.:f ·CllJ'.ir•.(th~:·d~gtee:towhfc11 ~h~···f~rs~ .· · : · 

··. 'means. outcoµie is J>eli-~ved -to 1ea4 '.t;Q'.;1:}1~ ffr$t'end outco~e wi.th ;. 

valence: v l) a~~ .. \r.1 &ld('2) 112 ·c~}ie '.'a'~g7e~: tP.:· ~hi ch . the ·~ir·st ·~ean~· ' ,' ' '" . ' 

-.. ~' ·'-," 

aud v 2 .... ·· T!ie seconcl m~a,ns v~~lertc~ y 2 d.~< c~1cµ1_S.tt)d in .a· si~ila,i- m~Ililer. ' 

'The t~rm e~ect~hC:y<w~s 'u~ed bf>vt-oom <(19:9~·, p~ :~7) ~() d~~<?t:e: < 
. .. ~ ··;-. '.·.' 

the _degreetO whi.ch a persoh b.eli~ves'. t:~at a_ J?~iticuiar ·.b~ha~ior w{U . 
. ~ - . .._:. ~-_. '.. _-.. · . : - . . . : --~- _,": - ·-. · ... '. . . 

'bring about a part~cular .(first"'-.~evel«)t meaiis). outc:ome.' This formu-
•.; .··." -' - . ·. --~ - ' -· 

- -l... '·' 

.. !(; . - . ~-·- -
: .- _·· ..... 
.... 
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lation's use of probability implies that the value of the expectancy 

component is between zero and one. Because the model is.ahistorical, 

expectancy is a "temporary" belief concerning the likelihood that a 

~iven behavior will cause a .particular outcome. '!'his relationship 

between a specific voluntary behavior and a means outcome is 

symbolically given by: 

n 
F. = f. ( I: (E .. V. }) 

1 1 j~l 1J J 

where F. represents the force on the individual to perform act. i, 
1 

E .. represents the strength of the expectancy that act i will be 
1J 

followed by outcome j, and V. represents the valence of means out-
J . 

come j.. This formulation, called the force model, is given 

verbally in Vroom's "Proposition 2": 

The force on a person to perform an act is a monotonically 
increasing function .of the algebraic sum of the products 
of.the valences of all outcoil1esand the strength of his 
expectancies that the act will be followed by the 
attainment of those outcomes (Vroom, 1964, p. 18). 

The force model may be seen graphically as the leftmost part of 

Fi.gure L The .valences v1 and v2 (V j) of the means outcomes are 

calculated by using the valence model. F1, the force on a person to 

perform a particular behavior (a!:t 1) , .is calculated as the sum of 

the products of (1) Eil (the degree to which the person believes that 

ac.t 1 will lead to means outcome 1 with valence V1) and V 1 arid 

{2) E12 (th~ degree to which the person belit:rves that act 1 will lead 

to means outcome 2 with val.ence V 2) and v2 • The force to perform. an 
alternative behavior (act 2) is calculated tn a similar manner. The 
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person then, according to the theory, chooses the behavior (either 

act 1 or act 2) with the higher force score. 

The valence model suggested by Vroom may be used to predict the 

valence of any of several outcomes for individuals in industrial and 

organizational settings. Most of the research dealing with the 

valence model has focused on its power for predicting job satis-

faction, occupational preference, or the valence of good performance. 

The force model has been used to predict the behaviors of occupational 

choice, remaining on the job, effort, and performance. Testing the 

ability of the force model to predict performance, however, appears 

ill-conceived, because performance is a behavior which is a function 

of both ability and motivation, and the force model indicates only 

motivational force. Effort, on the other hand, is a behavior which 

the force model should be able to predict, since the amount of effort 

expended by a person should primarily be determined by his motivation 

to expend that effort. 

Alternative Theoretical Assumptions 

Perhaps the most important theoretical issue involved in testing 

the Vroom force model is whether the model should be tested across 

subjects or within each subject. Vroom (1964) advocated the model as 

a within-subject choice model. Under this version, it is necessary 

to break down the individual's job into a number of identifiable units 

or tasks. A force score is obtained from the model for each task and 

correlated with a criterion measure of behavior to determine the pre-

dictive validity of the model. Almost all empirical investigations 
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:.:'" 

9£ the model, ho~ever., have' tesfed it aCTOSS.. subjects~· Under. this 

version; a single fol"ce score is obtai~ed for each subject for.the 

overali job. arid cbrre:1ated against·.~·.· behavioral· ~riteri~n mea~ure . 
... -. .· - ·.: 

for all. subjects~ The correlaticin thus- obt_ained serves to :inti.icate -

the predictive Validi~y of the. model~ :: 

Some of the finpl{cations oftestin~. the within-~tibject model · 

on ~ across-~ubjects ·basis. wer~>summarized by Mitchell:/.-

The. theory bei~g testecf today is.in niany ways substanti~lly .· 
different froin ·that-originally proposed by Vroom.·wemu:st 
reflect on whether the· accumulated knowledge- does, ---in fact, 
te lL us something about how pe.ople behaV'e (Mitchell, 19 74; •. ---p ~ 1.068). - - . -- . - - - . - . - . . 

The.:. fact that .. most of·th.e empiri,tal_ tests of' expectancy,._ tjieory have' 

·tested an_ intrasubj~ct model acr6s:s subjects means tha( the r~$u1ts 
: : .· 

of that res~arch :maynot be an accurate representation o':f the . .· '· ·.' . , - . . ·- .. . . . .. . . . . 
·. .·· . -

- a.b;li ty of the_ model to predict behavior .. 

-effects of al"eernative methodofogl.es and empirical assumptions on the 
. .• ·. . . . . . . ·. . . . ,- ' 

ability· of the.yro·om. force )llOdel-~tO,pl'edi~t_j~b effort. tinder ·~a.ch of 
. . .·· . . . . . . . . . : . . . 

. - . 

More specifically, the purpose.of_ the major theor~ticat.assumpti~ns. 

the project is to .compare :the abilities of the three major va~j_atio~s :._ 

- · _ o:f th~ force model to predi'ct j:ob.~f:Eort. -. These-.three·vatiat:"ioris a~e: -· 
.. . .. · .. ·.· . .. . . .. 

Cl) the original model as proposed -qy· Vroo~, wnich in- , -
. cit.ides both pos:itive and negative valence weights,-·. - . .: 

(2) the model as.tested by niany<researchers J which in- _-
eludes positive but- notnegative Valence weights,~d

(3) - the model wit.hout using valences at a_ll. Some studies . 
ha.ve indicated that; th~ -:model is 'just as ~effective, a > -

- pred:ic:tor of. behavior witho1,rt-- i'.n.Cluding outcome . -
valence weights .. - - . . - --- .. -- . 

~':~ _: . . 
':;, ... .:;: ... " " 

- - -
·:... . 

. .:r ·.-. :::·.: 
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These variations of the model are cqmpared<inthi.!) study under the 

two major theoretical assumptions of intrasubject. and across-subjects 

analysis. For the intrasubject analysis, a nonparametric. technique 

is used to obviate the problem of :independence among intrarater 

observations. 

Objective. and S:ignificance of the Project 

The objective of this empirical analysis is to test the ability 

of the·three major model versions of the Vroom force model to predict 

job effort among workers ina manufacturing<plant. The project is 

potentially significant for three major reasons. First, prior 

across-subject research has faUed to establish the methodological 

superiority of using positive and negative :valence weights over the 

use of only positive weights. Second, there is no empirical evidence 
. . . 

that the weighted model is predictively superior to the model without 

using valence weights. Third, very little within-subjects analysis 

has been performed at all, and.none has tested the model versions' 
. . . . 

relative predictive abilities. A review of previou.S research results 

is given in Chapter Two. 



Chapter Two 

AN OVERVIEW OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

This second chapter provides background information for the 

study at hand in the form of a review of the results of past empirical 

investigations of the Vroom model's ability to predict effort. Many 

of the investigators testing the model have made major modifications 

to the model. A summary of these modifications is provided next. 

The remainder of the second chapter is devoted to a review of the 

empirical findings with respect to the ability of the Vroom force 

model to predict effort. This review includes a discussion of the 

major methodological, empirical, and theoretical problems of the 

previous research. 

Modifications of the Expectancy Model 

A number of modifications of the original Vroom force model 

have been suggested and tested by several researchers. Generally, 

these changes may be categorized as (1) clarification of the distinc-

tion between first-level and second-level outcomes, (2) the use of 

intrinsic as well as extrinsic outcomes as sources of valence, (3) a 

distinction between Expectancy I and Expectancy II, ( 4) the identifi-

cation of a need for boundary conditions, and (5) extension of the 

model to include additional specific variables. 

Vroom' s formulation explicitly suggested first-level and 

second-level outcomes, with first-level outcomes representing means 

11 



.· .· 
··:._ 

.· .. 
'12·. . · .. 

'· '.• ... 
· .. •. 

. ~ ... 

. . . . .. .. 

to obtain.secolld-i~vel or ~nd outcomes. Anumbe~ of authors·have· 

. further. elaborated on. arid.tested this ··distincti.on · (e.g.,.Ga1bra~th 
'. 

and Cummings, 1967; P'or:ter and Lawler;· 1968; and Graen; i96,9)~ Most .·. . . .·. .· .· .... · . . . . ·. . .,: 

. student~ of the: model' see first:.;;·l.ev~·l outcomes a~ per£cirinan~e or •. : · 

accomplishment ~hich. is the resµlt· of effort~ Second.,;le~el qU.tcomes .. 

are regar:de<l as the ·cori.seqti~nces of fi~st~level o{itcome~ which, o.f 

course,····. is consistent ·with····the V~o:om·f:o~ulation .. •· Second-level out.,; .. 
. . . . . . 

ct;>mes such as rewards and punishmen:t<,ar.e .often controlled by · .. 
. ·, . ·.· . '. \ . . . . 

supervis~rs and peers:. · · •·· . · · .. •. ·.· ·.·• : •. · · .. 

Galbraith and .Cumming~.· (1967J.1tidicat~d that some outco.mes 

·.·.• ntlght have·· intrinsic valen~es,·• or .th<1.t: ··certain work .beh~viors:could; .•... ·. 
• • - • • • • 1 • •• ' • •• ' • .. • • • • ... • • • • • • • • • • ' ... '• ~. ~ • • •• ' 

b~ intri~sicdlyrewarding.: .. ·.Tw~ issues are. i~VOlVed.in.Jhe consid~.··.·· .. 
·. :·· ·.- ·, 

· eration of ~hether intrinsit· vdenc~s $'hould be incl~ded fn tests .. · of 
' . 

·, . . . . 

. the expectaJicy mode,L Fi~~-.t; irit;~nsic valentes wer~, not ezj>ll.citlY'' 

provided for iii the origina'.Lcon¢ep.:tii~li~·ation. pf th~ model.• 

Mitchell (W74J recommended that iutrins:i.crewards ·either .be omitted 

... 

· .. and brganizationalpsyc:holpgists~ Dy~:r and Parker (1975) foU1ld. :very, 

little agreement. among thos'e su;veyed ~oncerni1lg th.e intr:i.nsic ()r 

· .extt:i~sic•classifl.c~t:i.o~ of.each'of' a,giveil list .of o~tcomes> This . . ·' . : . . ,· .. · .. ' .. ,.. . .·. ·.· .. ' 

made it .apparent that. clifficulty•:exists in .. the determination: of: · · 

whether an outcome used in a particul.ar study would be classified as 

. extrinsic or intrinsi~. - Staw. (19:77) has d.i~6us~ed the in~erre-

· · .. 1a~fonship of i~.1:rinsic-and.extr:lrisic. motiva;tion Md the'prohlems h1'." 

herent in the inclusioP, of intrinsic ·C>~tcomes _:in the exp_e~tancr mode,1 .. · ... ·· 

. :- -~: :, 
·.·· ... 

'·'· 
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In spite of the confusion concerning the u~e of intrinsic 

valence?, several studieshave incorporatedtheminto operat:i..onalized 

models, and some (including Graen, 1969, and Mitchell and Albright, 

1972) have found that the inclusion of intrinsic outcomes improves 

the ability of the model to predict satisfaction and performance. 
, ' I • 

Parker arid Dyer·· (1975), however, compared the -two versions and found 

little difference in the accuracy of.their predictions of retirement 

decisions. 

Another modification was mac,le in ii970 by Campbell, et al., when 

they distinguished bet.ween Expectancy I.; the likelihood of task goal 

accomplishment; and E~eetancy · Il, the likelihood of task goal accom'-

plishment leading to first-level outcomes. Expectancy II, like 

Expectancy I, is typically represented as a probability. A good many 

studies (Lawler and Porter, 1967; Porter and Lawler, 1968; Graen, 

1969; Mitchell and Knudsen, 1973; Sims, Szilagyi, and McKemey, 1976; 

and others) have utilized formulations including Expectancy II. 

Kopelman and Thompson (1976), following the lead of Graen 

(1Q69), suggested some· theoretical bmmdary tondi tions which they 

felt could improve the predictive validity of expectancy models. By 

incorporating the boundary conditions of time, initial level of the· 

criterion, level of rewards, task-specific ability, and organizational 

control system responsiveness, they moderately improved the predietive 

accuracy of th.eir model. Other theorists have added various other 

non-expectancy variables to, the model and have generally found that 

its predictive ability is improved. Perhaps the best-known of these 
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·' ' ,· . 

is the Porter and Lawler (1968}model which uses. expectancy theory·. 

to pred~ct effort. ·Abilities, traits,.and role perceptions are then 

combined with effort to obtain performance; Several .studies by 

Mitchell and his associate.s· (Mitchell and Knudsen, 1973; Mitchell· 

and Nebeker, 1973; and Mit1:hell and Pollard, 1973) have indicated 

that the addition of multiplicative combinations of expectations of 
. . 

others (peers, family, or supervisol,'s). and motivation t:o comply with 

these ezj>ectations (similar to the formulation offered by Fishbein in 
. . . ' ' - _· _- ' . . 

1967) significantly improves the predictions of the model; Very .sim-

ilar results were obtained by Bartol in a 1976 study. It appears, 

then, that research findings are con$istentin their indication that 
. . . 

the addition ofboundary conditions and/or certain specific variables 

improves the predictive ability of the mod.el when it is tested on an 

across-subjects basis; 

Empirical Tests ·of the Ability 
of the Force Model to Predict Effort 

· More than 50 studies have examined one or more versions of the · 

expectancy modeL Asshown in Table 1, only about a third of these 

investigated the predictive ability of the force model with respect 

to effort. The results of most of these studies are moderately but 

significantly supportive of the model's ability to predict effort, 

with most correlation coefficients falling within the range of . 20 

to . 50. Some· of the reasons for the lack of. stronger support ·for the 

model may include problems of methociology or.the interpretation of 

the model and it.s components. These will be .discussed in later 
. . 

sections of. this chapter. 
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· ... Table 1 · 
' ' ' 

Empirical Tests of the Ability of th.e Force Model to l'redict· Effort 

·, 

.. Study, date, 
an.d ··.·type· · · 

' · ... ·, 

· ... Arvey )ind •.• N'ee 1. 
1974, field: 
.::._ · . - - ... 

. _ Hatkriian and Porter' 
l 968., field .. _ 

< Jorge~s~n, 'et. aL -.. -.··-.·-·' · 1973, -lab 
. - ~ - - . 

· .. Kennedy 
·· JQB_p~·: field • 

Kopelman- . . . , 
. 1977 ,~ field•· 

.-: ·' ·,_ ' · . . : 

· .. Kripelman and . 
· . Thompson.: · 

1916 .. ·field ' ' 'J, ' 
- ~-·. ~: .. · '.·. --

Lawie:r. and Suttle .. · 
·.· · • .. 1973., field · · 

,··. 

lied arid P~itchard 
1976, :field · ·.. . 

Sample 

- 98 
engineers. 

·.·:· __ ,,· . 
82 

:·.··. op~ratives_ . 
-.·. ::·. 

256' 
· . studerit:s. · 

·students. 

·,159 ·.· •. ·· .. · .. ,·. 
. students;· 

210 
engineer$ 

Findings·. 

r•.03 :to 
• 21 ' ' 

< :- : _, 

·· .. r•.27_ 

F ns 

f•.44 ··.· 

r•.3s 

r=~23 to· 
.28. 

69 _, r•.J6 t;o · 
manager~ .· ' ,' .. ' ' .•. 39 

-•146 
.·. mi1i tary · 
. trainees · · 

.r=•.14 to 
.40 

.··-

Difference$ from VroomModel 
Across_;· Vaience ·· · Instru- · Modifi- . · · 
subject_s Sign. . inen:tality · ca;tions · 

*' 

* ,' 

* 

' .... * '' 

·'. 

'. ·. 
·· .. ,_ 

* * 

* ', *' 

. . . . . . . . 

*· 

* 

,• .. 

* 

.* 

.. ··. 
-." ··. ··. ·,. 

'* 

'* 

·,'·•'. 

.' \ . 

.··.·-'.:·, ... 



Table 1 (continued) 

Empirical Tests of the Ability of the Force Model to Predict Effort 

Differences from Vroom Model 
Study, date, Across- Valence Instru- Modifi-
and type Sample Findings subjects Sign mentality cations 

Matsui and Ikeda 143 high r=.28 to * * * * 
1976, field school .44 

seniors 

Matsui and Terai 190 sales r=.22 * * 
1975, field 

,-, 

personnel 

Mitchell and 51 r=.26 to * ..... 
Albright military .64 "' 
1972, field officers 

Mitchell and 60 r=.23 * 
Nebeker students 
1973, field 

Muchinsky 27 r=.s2 
1977a, field students 

Peters 89 F:S.93 * * * 
1977, lab students p< .OS 

Pritchard and 60 ns * * * * 
De Leo recruited 
1973, lab subjects 



Study, date, 
and type 

Pritchard and 
Sanders 
1973.; field 

Reinharth and 
Wahba 
1975, field 

Table 1 (continued) 

Empirical Tests of the Ability of the Force Model to Predict Effort 

Sample Findings 

146 r=.16 to 
operatives A7 

348 r=.02 to 
sales •. 26 
personnel 

Across-
subjects 

* 

* 

Differences from Vroom Model 
Valence 
Sign 

Instru-
mentality 

* 

Modifi,;.. 
cations 
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As can be.seen from' Table 1, only three of the seventeen 

studies' used within-subjects analysis a,s called for in the original 
. . 

Vroom formulation. Six of the studies used modifications of the. 
. . . 

model, seven operationalized valence measures in a manner contrary 
. . 

to that suggestedby Vroom, and eleven used instrumentality me.astires 

inconsistent with the original formulation. It is not clear from 

these data that the Vroom model has been tested to.any degree which 

would justify a major conclusion apout its ability to predict effort. 

Only two studies {Muchinsky,. 1977a and Kennedy; 1980) were t:rue to 

the original formulation with respect to the four eiements considered. 

_Ptoblems of Methodology 

Empirical results, whi.le b~ing somewhat supportive of the 

ability of the expectancy model to i:redict behavior, indicate that 

a great deal Of variance iil behavior is not explained by the mqdel. 

lt is possible that this problem is partially due to variations of 

methodology in the res.earch to date~ Mitchell (1974) identified 

outcome-related issues and measurement o'f theoretical components as 

two major problem areas of methodology in expectancy theory research.·. 
. . 

Three issues are related to outcomes. First, the Vroom .model 
. ' . ' 

appears to suggest that the outcomes which are to have valence shou_ld 

be generated by the subjects themselves .. •· This is less of a problem 

in laboratory studies where oµtcomes-are manipulated, but the deter'" 

mi.nation of outcome lists in field studies should be done by the sub-

jects themselves. Most research to date has not had the subjects 

define the outcomes to be used. ··A related issue is concerned with 
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whether the use of a smallernu:moer of outcomes, which is obviously 

desirable from a practical standpoint, would. seriously affect the 

predictive accuracy of the model. The use of an excessive number 

of outcomes could tax the limits of human information processing 

capacity. Miller (1956) suggested that most people probably cannot 

simultaneously process more than five to nine pieces of information. 

This indicates that the use of more than nine outcomes could prove 

confusing to the subject and detrimental to the predictive 

effectiveness of the model. 

Two recent studies directly addressed the question of outcome 
. . 

generation. Reinharth and Wahba(l97S) developed a list of outcomes 

from previous expectancy theory research and. allowed subjects to add 

more outcomes. Some subjects did add our comes, but they were ·found 

to be identical in meaning to outcomes all.ready included. Matsui and 

Ikeda (1976) performed a comparative stuhy designed to. test outcome 

generation techniques and found higher.cbrrelations between predictor 

and criterion variables when using subjects' own outcomes: the 

respective correlations were .28 and .44. With respect.to the number 

of outcomes needed for prediction, Parker and Dye-r (1976), in testing 

force model predictions of retirement decisions, found that the eight 

most important outcomes provided better predictions than 25 or five, 

but they recommended that other numbers>of outcomes such.as seven, 
I 

nine, and ten also be tested. Leon (1979) studied the same problem 

and found that the us.e of. ten to fifteen outco~es resulted, in more 

accurate predictions than·using a smaller or larger number of out'-· 
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. ·,. 20· .• 

- - ·. 

comes. The :pr~f~rabie range appeal"s. fo he somewhere arourid ten; .· 

A~second ·outcome~rela.ted . .:issue· is .·concerried_with ... the· 1evel 'of 

specificity of outcomes. Perhaps th~- most clet,ai led. outcome speci-
:ficatiori to ·dat(;}>was that of Campbell, et. al. (1970} whfC:h irt:cluded 

- •'• .-. ·--·- ' ,· 

internal a~d · exte~al. task .-gbals ~s well ·~s first~,levei. and second• ·. 
. -.. -··· ··:,:-.. .· __ . .':; .. " - .. - ' .. :_;' - - . -

·level· outcomes .. 'It would intuitively. seeni that increased spedficity 

~~uld increase the predictive a~curacy .of 'the model, c but rto'•.studies · 
.'.' -,, - ··-.;:· .: 

have p~ovided. support, for this contehtion ..... Studie;s lllodifying:: the . ·. ·· 
- ·- . ..·., 

model ·for i~·~reased specificity {Schust~'.r, Cl~rk, and Rbg~rs, 1971; 

Afvey~ ·1972; Jorgenson; Dunnette.;. and ~ritchard, 1~73;. an~ Parker and 
. ': .- :·.:· 

Dyer; 1976) failed to ~howimpro~ed ll.redict:fv~ability. :·: · 
- .:: - . -

. A third< issue .. re.iated to outcomes. is content. · Two aspects ()f .··· 

content~ the use of negativeryvalent outcomes and the us·e of in-

trinsic outco.mes·~ appear par.tictllariy important. The origin1:1,l model· -

Pl'.OposecLby Vroom' inCiudes n~gatively yillent outcomes. ·._ P~rker' and 
- .. . . - . 

Dyer (1976), however, found that b~tter pr~dictive results were ob- -

: ta~ned ~hen ·using the modetwith only positively vale11t outcd~e,s.' •.•... ·· 
'The gene:ral fincii~gthat models ·.which incl~de i~trinsic outcome$ are. 

'b~tter' predictors'• tha.Il th~se which do :n~)t probaply 'is' rei~ted '.to. the ' 

idea that intri~~ic reward$ are self-administered and •therefoie m~w' ' 

result in expectancy scores which appi-o~ch. certainty ·Cl. 6) ·on· a 

probability scale of zero to' one (Mitche11, •· 1974). · 

COIIIPOnents of the expectancy model have been measured in marty. '' 
- - - .· - ' .. -.. - -

·· · differen~ ways, and s6nie of the meastirenien~ differences.· are poten'."'. 
-· ', 

. ti.ally more probiematic than others; . :Perhaps the le.ast ~~ntrover~ial 

;-, 
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measurement is that of expectancy, which has almost universally been 

operationalized as a probability according to Vroom' s suggestion. 

This operationalization has taken many forms, including Likert-

type scales, rank orderings, paired comparisons, and straight prob-

ability estimation. Few problems have been identified in the 

measurement of the expectancy component of the model. 

Instrumentality was conceived by Vroom as a correlational re-

lationship between first-level and second-level outcomes with a 

possible range of -1.00 to +1.00. Relatively few studies, however, 

have operationalized instrumentality in this manner. Many studies 

have considered instrumentality to be a probability measured by 

scales, rankings, and paired comparison techniques. A serious issue 

is involved here, because the instrumentality component of the mo.del 

is involved in a multiplicative relationship with the second-level 

outcome component. The use of only positive instrumentalities pre-

vents the consideration of negative outcome to outcome associations 

(e.g., high performance prevents negative outcomes and therefore 

has a negative instrumentality with respect to negative outcomes). 

This issue is, of course, related to the issue of negative outcome 

valences. 

In the original Vroom model, valence was a measure of antici-

pated satisfaction which could have either a positive or a negative 

value. More recent studies have included negative valences to a 

greater extent than earlier research, but many recent studies have 

failed to use negative valences and instrumentalities. No studies 
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have indicated that the model with negative valences is predictively · 

superior to the model with only positive valences. 

Some progress.appears .to have been made toward the resolution 

of some of the methodological problems which have plagued research 

in expectancy theory. Recent studies have shown the predictive 

advantage of using subject-generated outcomes instead of standard 

Lists, and more iilvestigations are including negative valences and 

instrumentalities.. There is still no direct evidence, however, to 

indicate the predictive superiority of the model with negative 

· valences or more specific outcomes . 

Empirical Questions 

A number of empirical questions have been raised concerning. 

expectancy theory research. While ~eliability findings for the 

various components of· the model have been fairly good, validity 

findings are almost nonexistent. Other important empirical issues 

(Mitchell, 1974) are the validation of the underlying multipli-

cative assumptions of the model and the use of valence weighting. 

A summary of the reliability findings .for the expectancy model 

is provided in Table 2. In general, .the range of reported coeffi-

cients is fairly good, with some studies yielding impressive relia-

bilities. · Validity findings, on. the other hand, are quite scarce, ·· 

with only two studies (Mitchell and Nebeker, 1973 and Dach.ler and 
. . ·: 

Mobley, 1973) having even attempted.. to ascertain the validity of the 
. . . 

measures used in expectancy theory research. These two invest±'."' . 

gations produced correlation coefficients ranging from . 37 to . 9:2, 
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Table 2 

Summary of Reliability Findings 

for the Expectancy Model and its Components 

Component Coefficient (s) 

Valence .SO**n 

.93**i 

.80**t 

.66**, .65**s 

.40* t 

.60**, .6l**t 

.48* t 

Instru- . 89**i 
mentality .55**t 

.35*, .20* r 

.41* t 

.56**, .47**t 

. 52**t 

Expectancy .48**t 
.57**t 
.59**t 

Entire .91**, . 89**k 
Model .53**t 

* 
** 

.05 level of significance 

.01 level of significance 

i internal 
k Kuder-Richardson 
r interrater 
s Spearman-Brown 
t test-retest 

Study and Date 

Galbraith and Cummings, 
1967 
Wofford, 1971 
Sheridan, Richards, and 
Slocum, 1973 
Daehler and Mobley, 1973 
Schwab and Dyer, 1973 
DeLeo and Pritchard, 1974 
Lied and Pritchard, 1976 

Wofford, 1971 
Sheridan, Richards, and 
Slocum, 1973 
Daehler and Mobley, 1973 
Schwab and Dyer, 1973 
DeLeo and Pritchard, 1974 
Lied and Pritchard, 1976 

Lawler, 1968 
Schwab and Dyer, 1973 
Lied and Pritchard, 1976 

Gavin, 1970 
Schwab and Dyer, 1973 
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but few conclusions can be drawn from only two studies. The overall 

consistency of the results among widely differing subject samples 

using various measures and criteria appears to indicate some support 

for the face validity of the model. 

A basic issue which is related to the validity question is con-

cerned with the additive and multiplicative assumptions of the model 

and the fact that they have not been met in research to date, which 

has used nonratio scales without a rational zero point. Schmidt 

(1973) demonstrated the magnitude of this problem by transforming 

scales to obtain quite different correlations between the force model 

and measures of effort and motivation. Without using zero-based 

ratio scales, there is no hope for ever validating the underlying 

multiplicative assumptions of the model. For predictive purposes 

only, this is not a serious issue (Hackman and Porter, 1968). More 

recently, Connolly (1976) and Arnold and Evans (1979) have indicated 

that the severity of this problem does not warrant the discontinuance 

of the types of scaling techniques now in use. 

A final empirical question is concerned with whether instru-

mentalities should, as the model indicates, be weighted by valences. 

Repeated examinations have failed to establish the superiority of the 

weighted model. In fact, as indicated by Table 3, some studies have 

fowd the unweighted model to be predictively superior. Several 

empirical questions, then, have not been resolved by expectancy 

theory research. These are: (1) the validity of the theoretical com-

ponents of the model, (2) the validation of the underlying multipli-
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Table 3 

Results of Comparisons 

Weighted and Unweighted Model 

Study and Date 

Lawler and Porter, 1967 

Graen, 1969 

Gavin, 1970a 

Sheard, 1970 

Wanous and Lawler, 1972 

Mitchell and Knudsen, 1973 

Pritchard and DeLeo, 1973 

Lawler and Suttle, 1973a 

Feldman, 1974 (S behaviors) 

Lawler, et al., 1975 

Ino-Oka and Matsui, 1977 

* 
** 
*** a 

. 05 level of significance 

.01 level of significance 

.001 level of significance 
included expectancy component 

Weighted 
Model 

r=.38* 

r=.28* 
r= .17a 

r=.28** 
r=.22** 

r=.80** 

r=.48** 

r=.68** 

F=9.24** 

r=.39** 
r=.28** 
r=.16 

r=.68*** 
r=.45*** 
r=.53*** 
r=.27*** 
r= .15* 

r=.34** 

r=.31** 
r=.24* 
r=.26* 
r=.14 

Unweighted 
Model 

r=.25* 

r=.42** a r=.24* 

r=.25** 
r=.28** 

r=.79** 

r=.61** 

r=.70** 

F=7.61** 

r=.39** 
r=.29** 
r=.15 

r= .18* 
r=-.20** 
r=-.24*** 
r=- .13 
r=- .10 

r=.40** 

r=.30** 
r=.24* 
r=.25 
r=.15 
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. . . 

cative assumptions of the model by using. :rational zer6,..1Jasecl. 

scales, arid (3). "".heth~r second-leveJ .otttcpmes need be conside:r:ed 
·'· \ 

.. in the ·model for: predictive purpose~·.• 

. . .. Tueor.et~c~~ Co.11side~~t·i~ns . ·.· ·.• 
. - . . - . . .· . 

Three µiaj or theoretical issues ·are important with •tespect to .. 
·._.-, 

the Vroo~ e~ectancy ~odel (Mitchell, 1974) . ·First, alm~st ~11 ·re-

··· search has· tested the model across subj eGtS. rather. than •i11diVidually, 

despite .the fact that the otigin,~1 m6.del was a within-sul:)jecf. fomu-. 
·. ·_ : .. ·. ., ··: . · .. . -:· 

.·. lation. · .. ··.Second, some writers have stiggest,ed. that expectancy th.eory. 

a~swnptions do not conforlll to a set of' post~lates for subjective ex..; . 
. ... · . . . .. .. .. ,. · .. ··.- ·:·. ' 

Third, .. exp~¢t:ancy.theory has fared rea~on~ 
. · ... · · ... · . -. 

pected utility theories. 

· .. a}?ty well in. comparisons against: oth;r theories of beha~iora.I thoice. 
- ... 

· Perhaps th~ most impo~tarit · theo:r:-eticai . issue •is that of • 

with~n-pers~n versus across-persons analysis of the f~rc~ model.. · 

· .. • .. Fd':r practical reasons, mo.stinvestigation~ of expectancy theory ~s a 

predictor of hehavi.or have utili~ed ~o~re1ational or analysi~ 'of. . .. . . ~ . .. ·.·. - '· ;." . . . . : . ' . " 

~-

.variance. techniques, thus. testing the.: model acros~ a hwnber. of. sub-: .· 

ject~ rather thaniiidividuai1y. · Thre~ stucii.es · (Muchinsky, 1977a; ·· · 

·.Kopelman, 197?; and: Kennedi1. 1980) compared the predictiv~: accµracy' 

of the force riiodel und~~ 'withiri~subje~t: analysi~ with: its accuracy 
,·:. . . •, . ,' · ... · .·. . . .'. . . . ,; .. ·· 

under across;-:.subJects analysis. All th~ee: studies indicated that····. 

the p.red;ictive.· abiiity Of· the modE!l' was ··superior when usin~~ within- . 
. ·.:· :.· 

. supject ana~ysis ... ·Muchi11sky (19(7bJ. ~ls? d.em~nstrated th.at m~asures 
of. valence ancI ins:trt,Unentality ~are s:tttiati9n~lly specific, lencJ.ing · 

mo~e support ~o thE) contention that ~:i,th:i.n-person analysis ihould be 

·i,. 
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used. These findings appear to indicate a need for additional 

comparative and within-person research. 

A second theoretical question in expectancy theory involves 

a set of postulates for the theory. Behling and Starke (1973) pre-

sented a set of nine postulates which they said was an essential 

underpinning of expectancy theory as a subjective expected utility 

theory of choice. Briefly, the postulates they suggested were com-

parability, transitivity, independence, dominance, optimization, re-

constitution, equivalent n-fold partitions, irrelevance of identical 

outcomes, and ambiguity. Following up on their own suggestions, 

Starke and Behling (1975) tested the independence and transitivity 

postulates which they had proposed for expectancy theory. Their 

findings indicated that effort preference patterns typically do not 

conform to those assumed by the basic expectancy model and that the 

independence postulate is also violated. 

Whether students of expectancy theory should be deeply troubled 

by the postulates and findings of Behling and Starke.remains un-

settled. First, as pointed out by Mitchell (1974), the original 

Vroom model does not have to be construed as a subjective expected 

utility model. The expectancy theory model, according to Mitchell, 

could be (1) a subjective expected utility model, (2) a model using 

within-subject analysis, not necessarily construed as a subjective 

expected utility model, or (3) a model using across-subjects analy-

sis (Mitchell, 1974, p. 1069). Second, Liddell and Solomon (1977) 

contended that the Starke and Behling tests of transitivity and inde-
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pendence were not meaningful for expectancy theory because they did 

not actually test the transitivity postulate of the Vroom model and 

because expectancy theory does not presuppose an independence 

postulate. 

A final area of theoretical concern is the question of alter-

natives to the expectancy formulation, or whether there are other 

theoretical models which predict job effort, choice, and other be-

haviors better and with more consistency than the expectancy model. 

In specific comparisons, expectancy theory has performed reasonably 

well. A summary of this research is given in Table 4. 

Evaluation and Implications 

Perhaps the most general statement which would summarize the 

present state of expectancy theory research is that empirical results 

have demonstrated its moderate but consistent ability to significant-

ly predict job effort and other behaviors related to choice. 'Th.e 

most serious deficiency appears to be the model's inability to ex-

plain more of the variance in criterion variables. Some of this 

weakness may be attributable to methodological, empirical, and/or 

theoretical problems which have been inadequately handled by 

investigators. 

Methodologically, the question of outcome generation appears 

to have been somewhat settled by recent results indicating that a 

reasonable number of subject-generated outcomes yields better pre-

dictive results than outcomes provided by the researcher. 'Th.e 

question of whether positive and negative or only positive outcome 
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. . . ;· . . · .. 
- Table 4 -

.. ·.:- . (; 

- Comparisons ~f Expectancy The<;>cy -- · · 
with-other. Theories of Behavior 

- Study, date, and 
c:ri terion . -- ----

Goodman,: Rose, and 
Furcon, · 1970 
P-erformance 

Wanous and. Lawler,- . 
1972. 
Job-Satisfaction 

- . -

Yl.lkl, Wexley, and.· 
Seymore,- i972 

-·_ Performance -

- Sheridan, Ricliards ~ 
and Slocum, 1975· 
Jol:) Selection-

... ·,'.· .1:. 

.-.·.: 

r -

· .. ': 

Res.ults 
.. . . . . : . ' 

· _ ... sxJ?ectancy force_ model predicted 
b~tter than 3 alternative models' 

Expectancy valence model more_ 
accurate than 8 others 

-·-· ~ Var:i.able'-ratio reinforcement- __ 
-•·schedule better· than continuous 
-_. rei11fqfcemerit ·_ 

. Expectancy force model predicted 
much better than Soelberg's 

. -'generai .. decision pro.cess model __ . . . . . ·: ~ .· . . ' . 

." .. ·· 

;:·. 

\ ..... ~. 

. .:· 

'-

· ....... 
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valences should be used ha:S not been decided. Currently, there is 

insufficient evidence to indicate the superiority of either of these 

versions of the model. The. issue of whether negative ins.trumen-

talities should be used is a1so undecided, since it is related to 

the valence sign question. A·· final unsettled methodological problem 

is whether intrinsic valences should be included in .the model. While 

the Vroom model did not specifically include intrinsic valences, most 

studies which have examined the issue have found that the predictive 

accuracy of the model is enhanced. when this type of valence is 

included. 

Empirically, the reliability of the force model and the relia-

bilities of its components· have g~neraUy been found to be fairly 

good. The validity of .the model, however, has not been adequately 

tested. Of special impOrtance is the need.to. validate the underlying 
- , . 

multiplicative assumptions {instrumentali tY times valence times 

expectancy) of the model, w.hich has heretofore not been clone because 

of the lack of use of a rational zero-based scale. 

The major theoretical issue remaining to be settled is the use 

of within-person analysis as opposed to the use of across-subjects 

analysis, which has been used in almost all investigations to date. 

Across-subjects techniques have been more popular with researchers 

because of the relative ease with which they may be used, even though 

the original model was advocated as a within:..person theory; The 

limited amount of recent research which has investigated this matter 

has found within-'subject analysis to be predictively superior. 
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Two other theoretical issues remain unresolved, and the degree 

of importance of these issues also is yet to be determined. A set 

of postulates for subjec~iy~ expected utility theories has been 

advanced:, but 1i ttle. testing of these postulates has taken place. 

At this time, there is no consensus that expectancy theory is or is 

not a subjective expected utility theory or whether these or ·other 

postulates should apply. In comparisons with other theories of 

behavior, expectancy theory has held its own, but there is not 

enough evidence at this time to make any conclusive statements 

concerning these comparisons. 
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-'This third chapter- discusses ~he 1Ilethods of· d~t-a collectitm -

and analysis being used .in:, thi_sL,stu~y;;• >rn''. tne:~·-£irst ~ec~iori, .the· 

Vroom force mqdefis eX!JJaine.g,; and ~~-~e;va~t d~finitions ~d ex,-

. -~. 

·- ' ' ·. ·; :~· ·.. ' ,:· ;·- "'· 

planations: of t~h,ns' :an~ _a·~.$9ll1Pt~cms ·~red ·~t~. f>~b\r:ided~ _The s~coJ1d · · 
sectio# iS devoted to. a O,iscussion of the th~oreti'c~l h}q)otheses: of_- ·· · 

. :·,·. 
··,: 

interest and. their reiatiori.ship :t<t the :Pul:P;ose of this·~ disserta_tion. · 
.. ~. 

The . third section prese;n.ts ::th'e :op~rat]?on.ai h)lpothes·es being test.ed 
. . . . . · ...... • . '• ... ._·- ... :,, ·'· '· ·-··. '· . ,:' · .. 

by this. analy~is~· Th~remain:i.ngtwo _se,ctions consi·st' of_:detailed 

descriptions •of data ;~ollectfon.and ~~lysis~ .--

·.: 1h~Mode1 a.eing Te-~ted 
'The model 'being tested in ):his dissertatfqn is the force' modei ' . . ... ,·. . ... '· ·' : ' . :•: 

as desc:ribed by Vroom (1964). - ~e model is graphically d.~picted ~n 

Figure 2;- empirical coordinates areprpvided fn Tabl~ '5.·. ··The: mode-1 

component of inte~est in .this inv~stigation is vk' which, represents>: 

·the valences of :end or se.cond::.1~vet oi:xt:coiile~. The:•m6delt~ p~ed.icti~e. -· 
.,_, .. 

. have posi ti Ve or !1egati V~ . values:, {f J Vk may ·have only positive 
. ·. .. .· .. ··· · .. : . . . ·, . '. . ·. . .. 

·:.-·· ... : 
. . . . ' ~:·' .... :: ' .. 

several - terins of impqrtance in this_ study are defiiled at thi~ _·.· .. _-·--_ 
.:.- ·: .... _.. . . . .· ' 

point.· -~The. concepts. of- dutcome ;and· y.alerice•··were .ex~laii'ted by 
Mitchell: 

··.;: 
'.··.·32 

. .'. :'· .. ~·· .... 
.'.:·." 

', · . 
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Fh = force to exert high effort 

Eh (Eha' Eh) = expectancy that high effort leads to good 
g . · ; (acceptable, l.Ulacceptable) performance 

. . . . 
V (Va, Vu) =computed valence of good (acceptable, unacceptable) 

g performance . 

I k (Iak' Iuk), k=l to 3 = perception that good. {acceptable, 
g unacceptable) performance leads to 

outcome k 
vk' k=l to 3 = valence (importance of obtaining) outcqme k 

Figure 2. The Vroom Model· as .. Tested 



Symbol(s) 

F h 

Table 5 

Empirical Coordinates Used in Testing the Vroom Force Model 

Component 

Valence of second-level 
outcome k 

Instrumentality of each* 
performance level for 
attainment of outcome k 

Valence of each* perfor-
mance level (first-level 
or means outcomes) 

Expectancy that high 
effort leads to each* 
performance level 

Force to exert high 
effort 

Operational Definition 

Importance of attaining 
outcome k** 

Frequency with which each* 
performance level causes or 
prevents the attainment of 
outcome k 

Computed as sum of products 
of instrumentalities and 
end outcome valences 

Frequency with which high 
effort leads to each* 
performance level 

Computed as sum of products 
of expectancies and means 
valences 

Scale (s) 

-10 to +10 
0 to 10 

-10 to +10 

0 to 10 

*Three performance levels were used in this study: good (g), acceptable (a), 
and unacceptable (u). 

** Outcomes actually used are given in Exhibit 3. 
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An outcome is simply anything an i~d:lvidual might want to 
attain (or avoid}. The valence of an.outcome for a person 
is defined conceptually as t.he strength·of his positive or 
negative affective orientation .toward it {Mitchell, 1974, 
p. 1053). 

The Vroom force l)lodel iridudes two types of outcomes, end ·car 
. . 

second-level} outcomes and means (or first-Jevel} outcome~.. End . 

outcomes are generally considered to.be the. ultimate rewards being 

sought or punishments being avoided. Means outcomes are seen as 

intermediate outcomes which have valence and are sought because they 

are perceived as leading to end outcomes. In this research, end 

outcomes are operationalized as those specific job outcomes which the 

individual subjects seek to. attain or avoid. End outcome valences 

are represented in this study by the subjects' indicated importance 

levels for the outcomes. Means outcomes are colllputed from values 

obtained for end outcome valences and instrumentalities and represent 

different levels of performance. 

Instrumentality was defined by Vroom (1964) as the degree to 

which a person believes a means outcome leads to an end outcome. In 

the present study, instrumentality is operationalized as the fre-

quency with which the subject believes that a given performance level 

leads to a given reward or punishment outcome. 

According to Vroom, expectancy is def;ined as: 

. . . a momentary belief concerning the likelihood that a 
particular act will be followed by a parti'cular (means) · 
outcome (Vroom, 1964, p. 17). 

Expectancy is thus given as a perceived sµbjectivep+obability that 

the execution of a given behavior will result in the attainment of· 
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a.particular means outcome. The present study operatidnalizes 

expectancy as the :frequency with which a high levelof effort leads 

to each of three performance levels. 

The concept of for.ce toward behavior is essentially that of a 

number of psychological forces or motivations which encourage an 

individual to execute a given hehayior at a particular point in time. 

· Behavior on the part of a• person is assumed to be the 
result of a field of forces each of which has direction 
and magnitude (Vroom, 1964, p. 18). 

This meaning of force is consistent with the concept of force as used 

by Lewin (1935) who saw force or behavior as being a function of in .. 

dividual and environmental variables; In this study, force is 

operationalized as the calculated sum of the .pr.oducts of. the expec-

tancies that a high ef:Eort level will lead to ea.ch of three per-

formance levels arid .the calcuJated valence of each performance level. 

This methodology is consistent with the Vroom computation. of the 

force component of 'the model~ 

Within:subject ana!ysis of the.force model.essentially requires 

an association 'of mod.el•genera.ted f<?rce s~ores for a. number of· be- . 

haviors with· criterion measures of those behaviors for ea.ch individ-

ual. While this is .a. theoretical as.suinption of the Vroom model, test-
' r • 

ing the model on a within-subfe.ct bas.is is methodologica1)y unwieldy 

because of the requirement of are1ative1y large number· of observa-' 

tions per subject :for parametric correlational analysis. In the pres-

ent study, the use of nonparametric statistics developed by Friedmaf,1 

(1937), ·Siegel. (1956), and. Page (1963} permit the· determination of 
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the significance levels of the rank p:redicticms of the model using 

only four observations of task effort per subject. 

Across-subjects analysis of the force model basically requires 

that the model generate <a single force score for one behavior for 

each subject which is then tested for association with a behavioral 

criterion meas tire for each individual. . This type of analysis is 

methodologically relatively easy to perform using par~etric co.rre-
- • I -, - ,: •·, 

lat:ion techniques with a fairly large number of: subjects. It does 

not, however, test the model as intended by Vroom. 

As noted in previous chapters, there have been a nuinber of· 

variations o:f methodology, empirical assumptions, and theoretical 

assumptions in previous expectancy theory::research~ The.effects· on 
. ' 

the predictive ability of the model of some of these variations is 

the subject of this dissertatiOn. In .the determination of which of 

the methodological techniques and empirical and theoretical ass.ump:-

tions not being tested should be used in this analysis, two major 

criteria were·eniployed:; (l} the degree to which the technique or 

assumption conceptually matched the original Vroom formulation and 

(2} the degree of empirical support previously received by each 

.·method or assumption. 

The theoretical issue of. a set of postulates for expectancy 

theory is not dealt with in this study. The reason for this omission 

is not the lack of importance of this issue. On the cont:rary, this 

is a major unresolved problem with expectancy theory and one which is 

highly deserving of research attention .•.. The attempt to St1JdY this 
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' . ' '- . 

issue, however, is. beyond the scope of this dlssertatiori, as is the' 
' ' ' 

issue of comparisons of expectancy theory ~ith alternative ~heoret-

ical formulations. This study does examine the model under both 

within-subjec"tancl. across-:su]:ijects analyses. 
::. - -:. - . ' ' ' . :· ' ,-_,.. ' ~· <-.. · - - ·; - '::~: . ~ 

The issues of reliability and vi:,liditY are very impo,rt~t to 

the development of expectaricy theory. Past reseal"ch has generally · 

i11dicated fairly good reliabilities for the components of the ex-

pectancy model, as discussed in Chapter Two~ Very little validity 
' ' 

testing:, however, has takeri place. This is another area which is 

in need of research. In this study, a test-rete?t reliability is 

obtained for measures of self-reported effort. Becaµse of time . 

and budget limitations, however, no other validity or reliability 

testing is included here. 

The issue Of·a theoretically meaningful ratio scale is also a 

potentially important one to expectanC:y theory in terms of the vali-, 

datiOn of the underlying multiplicative and additive assumptions of 

the model. Thl.s study, however, is.testing the_ predictive ability 

of the model, and tJiis issue isnot a majorproblem.in su¢htesting 

(Hackman and Porter, 1968}. This study does address the_ important 

empirical question of whether instrumentalities shou~d, as Vroom in-· 

dicated, be weighted by the valences of second-level or end outcomes. 

Prior rese.arch results have failed to support this contentfon. 

With respect to methodological issues,; :recent research 

(Reinharth and Wahba, 1975 and Matsuf and Ikeda, 1976} strqngly 

suggests that second-level outcomes should be generated by the sub-
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jects themse1Ve$ rather .tht¥1 ptoyided by the researcher; In: this 
' . . . . 

S.tudy, the,' subjects are asked to ~J;'.QVide, a set of outcomes which .. are 
. .. ':.:: 

'':then compiled into a 'i;sta;tidard.11 ··.s,et· of ... out.co~es. 
. . .. 

This. is. dorie by 

u5iJ1g orie person to ~etermine which outcome!i are identical in meaning 

· ~d then inch~ding the most frequently men:t:ioned out com~$ in J:he 

"stand~rd" list .. The·use pf more. t}1an·.·onejudge,in this detl'.mi ... 

nation }'lould be preferable. At the time of_ each individual inter-

view, howe~er,. the ~µbje~t is pr9vided the. opporiunity':·to delettl' 

outcomes from the list gi yen and to : add addi tion~l .. ou~comes .. • 
• • ,: , ••• •< ••• • •• 

use 

The'. use. of' intrinsic and' ext:r.~nsic outcomes as 'Qpposed to th~ .. 

of extrinsi.d 6utcom6s <Cinly is ariother-methodologi~al'issu~ of••·.· 
. - . . . . .· ·' . 

. . . . 

· concern. to eXpectancy theqris:ts •. ·. In:t!i~~ s~udy,,. Jhis i_$sue is ··not· 
. . . ' . , ... ' . :• .. .. ,. . - ,. ·; ~ . ; .. . ~-· .· . ·. ·. ~· . ' · .. : . ,"' 

directly addressed, sine~ doing so would interfere with the 'process 
- . . . ·: . . .. 

of· obtaining's~bject.::gen~~~ted.p;Utcome~~ . fiift_he£,.··the~e i5 f~ttl~-··· 

agreement amo~g' org~izilti011aJ aha' industfia.'1 psydioiogist's, ¢oncern~ 

ing the intrinsic orextr:i.nsic classification ()£ ,parti~l.llar ,butc:omes' 

.·(Dye~ and Parker, 1975}, so attElmpting, to; classify ou:tcome~ is ''a~' . 
. , .:· 

' best .a highlysubjec:t~ve·. matter. 'ThiS stud)i' does add:tt:\s$ the ::. 
... ·.· - . - :_ -

methotlofogical: que,sti.on ,of whether the us:e ofpos~tive and negative. 

·valences or the. use of only posi tl.ve :vl:llehcEls is b~tter' 'for. p1lrpos~s . 

of !Ji"ediction. · The Vrooni model lncl~ded valences, of botll. si~s-~ but 

this aspe.ct of his fornn.ilat:fon has failed :to receive' emp:i.ric~l . -.... ,· . ' . ' ,. ., . . .· .. ·.· -

support. No previous. testing of this .conte11tion; how(;l.ve:~, has 
·. .- ' - · .... 

utilized the within-,subject type of analysissp~cified for·the 
- ·- ~, _:. 

original model. 
-·>· 

., . ' , .. ' 

. .. ~ 
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Theoretical Hypathes¢s ··· 

The original expectancy model as proposed by Vroom (1964) in-
. - - , . ' 

eluded both positive arid negative valences for second,..level outcomes. 

Conceptually, t:his meansthat a person might behave i11 such a manner 

as to obtain a positively Valent outcome or avoid a negatively 
. - ' . 

valent outcome. This idea is intuitively plausible, but no research 

results support the need for inclusion of negativelyvalent outcomes. 

Parker and Dyer (1976), in. fact, found that the model was a better 

p:red:j.ctor when .using only positively valent outcomes .. ~itchell (1974) 

suggested that this was a methodological issue worthy of study. 

Another issue involved with valence weighting is the empirical 

one of whether valence. weights shol.l~dbe used at all. c;onceptually, 

the issue is important~ as an unweighted model carries the impli-. -, - ' ' . 

cation that the.relative degrees' of ~ttractiveness or importance of 

end outcomes have no effect on the individual's motivation. · Repeated· 

examinations of this comparison have f<liled to establish support for 
. ' . . . .· ' . 

the predictive superiority of the weighted model. None of these 

tests, however, utilized within~subjectanalysis as called for in· 

the original Vroom conceptualization .. 

The purpose of. this dissertation is ·to test these valence va:d'-

ations against each other'to determine their effects, if.any, on the 

predictive ab.ility of the model. Th.ese comparative tests are carried 

out under both theoretical>assumptions, across-subjects and .withirt"'.' 

subject analysis. Accordingly, the theoreti.cal hypotheses for this 

. dissertation are: 
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l. ; The. \lr~om. force ~ode.i with both positiv~ and ·negat4ve 
'·· valences is a more e:f~ective predictor: of actual' effort· .. 

· .. than . the_ moctel with .only positive val.ences. ·- · ·. 

2. The Vioo~ fqrce ~odel With posi;ti ve .cmd negat;Lye V~lences 
is a 1119re accura'te predictor of actuai effort than the ' 
moclel with iralences-oinitted. 

'3. The Vi-oQm force model with only positi~e valences' .is a-· 
more accurate' predictor of actual. effo.:rt- than the model ' 

' •. w.ith·.xalences o~ittec). • 
. ,. 

OperationaJ Hypotheses 

.. For the' across-subj e'c_ts : analysi~' th~ force' Scores obtained • .. . . . . . .~ ' •. . . .. . . . 

.· .from th~ thre~ versions of. the mdd~i for the "high eff~~~·C·behavi~r .,· . . . . .· .· . ' ' .. : ·. - - ·, ' '. . . 

. are tested for· their · cdrrelat:ion .with three· l)eparate meisqre:s of 
·: . ·. ·.· ..... 

ov~ra:i1 job ef~ort: . {l) self-rati,_ngs of cnrerall )a~· effort by the 
';:·,.:... . :r·_._ 

.• .. 

su~jects themselves~ (2) ratings of each subJe~t' s o\Ter~ll job effort ., 

by 'his'; inimedi~te 'supertis~r, and (3) ,. records of time' worked by . each 

_ employee'. )t ls a~knowiedged that _the use of ,self~ratings as a 

· cr_i te~ion n1ea~ure . may introduce .,an unkrtown -anioun·t of vari~c~ int~ ·-
·;_:.-.::. • .. _<"' 

t~e r~sul ts.'when:. the model~ predictions ··a.re also base.d, .on. ,_self-report~ 
. . : ;.· . . . . . . ~ . . . . .· . : ~. ~ 

(see,_.f~r_ e_xan1p_Je,'·N~a}1rr··)·P70).f ::P.~\-~~f~::_,type ··of>:ci:it~i-i.oti .:£~~':·:. · .. ·.·•· .· . 
. effort has· been :the majo~ brie 'used;':fn previous'.re's~e~tch (see'.; fat•:··.~ 

e~ample, Lawler: andP~rter, 1967; ScJiµs~er~ Clark-, .and R,ogers,. 197~; .•. 
.. :_,:. 

Mitchell anP.: A+brigh_t,'.l972.; ·Lawler and·Suttle, l973; and. Pri)::c:hatd 

and Sand~r!L .. ·. 197 3). . . Conseq~e~t{y. · ,fbr thi~ ·~~rf Jf the . study to be 

coinpara,ble with previous ~tudies •. thl~ effort measure is··. incltlde<L: 
. . : . .- . ~ ·. " . -.. 

Kennedy ·(1980),·· tii ·a•·withi_n-subject s.tudy,. __ inade .an-effot't to-·dea1··• 

with _this pr~l>lem by using individual estimates of tiine spent.on'> 

. various acti vi ti, es as the effort criteria and had subj.,ects keep time 

'." .. 
.. ... · 

-'. ... 
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logs to,help make the estimates more objectiye. Actual records of 

time worked are used,as an indicator of overall job effort in the 
' - -

present across.:..s~bjects artalysis becaus~ of (1) their ready c;:1.vail-

ability, (2) their objectivity, and (3) the fact that occasional 

absences are not considered serious work rules violations by the 

employer of the subjects. 

The indicators of actual effort are correlated with their re-

spe.ctive force scores as gene.rated by the various versions of the 

model to provide three, sets of correlations for each measure. used. 

These correlations are then tested for significant differences between 

model versions using-the Fisher (1921) r to z conversion technique: 

For the a.cross-subjects analysis, the, operational null 

hypotheses are: 

Hl: The correlat.foIJ.s between predicted and ac,tual 'effort ., 
are .the same when using the. original Vroom force inodel 
and when,' usi.ng the model with' only positive valencE!s. 

H2: The correlations between pr-edicted and actual effort 
are the same .when using the original Vroom force model. 
and when using ·the model unweighted by valences. of 
~d~co~s. -· - ·· 

H3: The correlatio.ns between predicted and actual effort 
are the same when using the positive-valence Vroom 
force model and when using the model unweighted by 

· valences of end outcomes; 

For the comparison between model versions using within~subject 

analysis, nonparametric statistical analysis is used because 

( 1) indeperidertce .. ?ffiong verbally-reported. criterion measures cannot be 

assumed when reports are given by a single individual, and (2) the 

small number of force scores per subject (four) prevent a parametric 
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test of .significance.· The nonpar~etric"L;' test. (Page, 1963), how.:. 

ever, ca:n be use.dwith ranked data with only four observations per 

subject. For the within-subject analysis, the criterion of interest 

is. the rank ordering of effort levels for ·four tasks identified 

individually by the subjects as the most important subunits of their 

overall jobs. Each version of the expectancy model. provides a force 

score for each of·the four.tasks, and the rank order as predicted by 

the model is compared with the orders of thre.e criterion rankings: 

self-reported e~fort rankings, supervisors' effort rankings, and 

self-reported task preference rankings. 

The nonparametric "L11 statisticattribut,ed to Page (1963) is 

used to determine whether each version of the model is predictively 

superior to random ordering. The mean nonparametric rank order 

correlation coefficient developed by Spearman (1904) is calculated 

for each model version, a:nd the Siegel (1956) '.'extension of the 

median" test is used to compare the relative :ta:nk order predictive 

accuracy of the model versions. 

For· the withl.n-subject analysis, the operational null 

hypotheses are: 

H4: There is no difference, between the rank order pre-
. dictions of the original Vroom force model and 

random· rank orderings . 

HS: There is no difference between the rank order pre-
dictions of the positive-valence Vroom force model 
an.d random.· ra11k orcierings ~ . · 

H6: There is no 
dictions of 
ranaoill· . rank 

differe~ce between the rank order pre-
the unweighted Vroom force model and. 
orMrings .. · 
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H7: There is no difference between the rank order pre-
dictive accuracy of the original Vroom force model 
andthe rank order predictive accuracy of the 
positive-valence Vroom force model. 

HS: There is no difference between the rank order pre-
dictive accuracy of the original Vroom force model 
and the rank order predictive accuracy of the un-
weighted Vroom force model. 

H9: There is no difference between the rank order pre-· 
dictive accuracy of the positive-valence Vroom force 
model and. the rank order predictive accuracy of the 
unweighted Vroom force model. 

Of major interest to students of expectancy theory is the 

theoretical issue of whether across-subjects analysis or within-

subject analysis is predictively superior. The data sets used in 

this study are such that there apparently is no statistical method-

ology available to test.for significance of differences between the 

results of the two types of analysis. The Spearman rank order corre-

lation coefficient from the within-subject analysis, however, is the 

same type of statistic as the Pearson correlation coefficient from 

the across-subjects analysis. ·If the differences between these 

coefficients are large, it may be possible to make some descriptive 

comments about the relative predictive accuracy of the model under 

the two types of analysis. 

Collection of Data 

T'ne primary sources of data in this field study were the 

operative employees and supervisors employed by Hubs and Wheels, 

Incorporated, a manufacturing company located in Smyth County, Vir-

ginia near the town of Saltville. The company employed approximately 
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55 persons at the time of the study and was engaged in the production 
' ' -~ ' . . . 

of several sizes ·arid tylJElS of Wheels .and h.ubs for ~derground mining. 
. .· . . 

equipment, lift trucks, and other industrial equipment. 
. . .· . . . . . 

Almost all. of the subjects had completed at least the sophomore 
. . . 

year of high school; manyhad.cpmpl~ted high school and some voca-
. ' . . 

tional .training. . The typical elnpl6yee of the company was also a 

local native who had resided most of his life in the general vicinity 
. .. . .· . 

of the plant location and grew up ih a family headed by a blue-collar 

wage earner. The majority of the subjects were employed in close 

tolerance machine work. which may have contribute.cl to a high level of 

task significance. Other employees were involved in.positions such 
. ; : . . 

as truck driver, wareh,ousemap, painter, and fork lift operator. All 

of the subjects were male.· 

Data were obtained from the subjects by means of a question-

naire (Exhibit 1) followed. by an interview (Exh:i.bit 2}. In the · 

questionnaire, each· sul:)ject was asked t:o .rate his ove!all job effort 

on a verbally anchored rating sc:ale ranging from one to eight. The 
.. 

questionnaire also aske(;!. e.ach responde:nt to list hiS four most impor-

tant tasks, to rank order the tasks in te.:tins of effort expended,· ancl 

to rate his effort on the most important task: on the one to eight 

scale. 

These data from the questiOrinaire served as the basis for the. 
_, . ' . . . 

·. test-retest: reliability for the ratings later obtained in the inter-

view and also provided the task set for the preparation Of individual 
. . 

interview forms, In addition, the questionnaire asked each subject 
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to list ,positi~~ arid negat,ive outc6mes which· he fe1~ were desirable --

wit~ respe<;t t,o 'the ~verailjob:.and.th:e ta~~S. p~rfotm~d. _ The ,separa,,. · 

-tion of ~he 6titcmnes irtto ~we.list~ ~as done. after several c>:f ·the 

: firs·t employees asked. for cla:tificdtion as to whether the -outcomE!~ -
.:. :~ ..... . 

-were task.,;relat~d ._or job~related (see Exhibit 3, cards l al)d 5) . - -

These quest;onm1i~es were: dis-tribtl't:eci :bn October :11, j979 ~o 41 sub..: . 

jects who were requested to. coinplet~ an.d return thel!l- the fol~o.wing -

day._- Tuenti-four subjects rettirri.ed:ihel.r COJllllleted' que~tionnaires on 
. . . .'· . . ' . . . . . ' . ... ~ . 

October 12'!_. Others had<forgo_tten to bring-back their que~tionnai:r:es 

- or -refused ·to --~OOJ?e~at~. ·- l{y October_ -19, 1 ~ a.dd.i tional >question11aires 

had been· completed; the reinai~~rtg five s~bject_s declined. to p~r~ici..: 

-pate,_ )•1elding. _ll questionnaire: refus~l rate of 12 pe'i·- c~rit'. -
information from:the36 com1'1eted question~aires was used to 

- prepare _the-inteJ:view fo~riis. · -111e.£irst 1:hree.-parts· of---the interlri;ew 
.. · .. :' 

·· .. ·.·. 
were_ administered -:i.n-,a rand()mly d~termine,d_ o~de1.-. - - '!'he ffrst p::i.r:t of 
the interview was· designeq.' to ob-tain ex]?'ectancy ~c()res for three· -

leye1s of effort C\\Tc:>rk-l:ng :harde:r than. av~';age j -at -~n aye rage . level 
'.'.'_ ·, .. ;• 

of ~ffcirt; and at a ,l,~w~i than a~e:r~ge- level. of effoi't) and three 
, . .· ' . ·.' . ··, .. 

P.e~formari~~ .-levels .(good, accep~~ble.~ ;ind_ llllacceptap,le} for the·· 

ov:erall j.ob :and for e~ch. of the ;E<iuf. tasks .• _- These ·e ____ -_Xp~c:£ancy scores -
:I: ~ 

.••• we~re oper~t;ional~;z;ed .a.s the'.-Jtµffibei- bf ti.me$· otit of ien -that ea.ell 

effort 1~ve,~; ~oul~ 1e'~<l id'.~i;i.~h per:foftnan;'c-~ !eye!. _' < :: : > -_ - - - __ ~< -

. ...... : 

···' 

·.·.·:'-·". 

- -.. -- - The second .pa.rt of the interview wa•s .. design~d to obtain_ val~~c~ ',• - --

and instrUI!leiltality scores for. each of the· overall job o~tcomes ~ Sub-

jects- were giv~n/a>card wit#-:a --I~~,.f of·over.~liJoh; outcomes ~~earied 

... ·· 
-. 
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from the most common responses to the questionnaire and asked to add 

additional outcomes and to delete any which they felt did not apply. 

Valence scores were obtained by asking the subjects to rate each out-

come on a -10 to +10 scale based on how important it was for the sub-

ject to obtain or avoid the outcome. This process was repeated with 

a 0 to 10 scale to provide valences for thepositive-valence model. 

To aid the subjects, cards were provided which listed the outcomes 

and visually showed the verbally anchored rating scales (Exhibit 3). 

Instrumentality scores were obtained by having each subject 

rate his perception of the degree to which each performance level 

caused or prevented each of the end outcomes. For this part of the 

interview, subjects were given another card which showed a -10.to +10 

verbally anchored instrumentality rating scale (Exhibit 3). The 

third part of the interview was designed to obtain valence and in-

strumentality scores for task outcomes, and the procedure was 

essentially the same as for the second part. 

The fourth and final part of the interview was designed to ob-

tain the self-ratings of effort to be used as one of the criterion 

measures. Subjects were also asked to rank order their four tasks 

in order of personal preference and to explain what they meant by 

"working harder" in previous responses. Supervisors were asked to 

rate the effort of employees on the one to eight scale and to rank 

order the employees' effort on the four tasks; these data served as 

a second criterion measure of effort. A third indicator of effort 

was obtained by determining the number of hours worked by each 
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. .,- .·. . 
. . . -

. employee during the 14-week period beginning March 14 and ending 

June 19 from company records. Three separate measures of overall · 

job effort and ta.sk efforf were thus available for comp~rison with 

the. effort scores predicted by the various versions o:f the force 

model. The use of s¢1f.'..rating scales for sei:f-d.escription (e.g ~' 

effort) and attitudes .(e.g., valence weighting) carries with it the 

danger that personaLbiases andprejudices will contaminate the data 
. . 

and· results (Nunnally, 1970). ..They. ¥efe us~d in this study for two 

major.reasons. First, previous.across-subjects research hasheavily 

relied on verbal ratings as effort criteria; this study sought to use· 

both across-subjects and within-subject analyses and therefore was 

attempting. to be consistent with previous methodologies. Secqnd, no 
. . . . . . . 

suitable alternative method is available to obtain criterion measures 

of work effort, especially iri: the case of within,-subj ect analysis. 

For the across-subjects an'alysis, time arid attendance records were· 

considered to be the most easily obtainable objective measure of 

overall effort for this group of subjects because of the nature of 
.. . ·.. '_, 

' . ,. 

the work and because an occasional absence or tardiness was not con-

sidered a major work rules violation at. this company. As a conse- . 
. . 

quence, most of the employees averaged working .somewhat less than 

40 hours per week. 
' . ·' 

Three.surrogate indicators of actual task effort rankings.were 

available for comparisons with model ... generated rankings; these were 

self-reported rankings, supervisor's rankings, and self""repor.ted 

rankings of task preference. An objective measure of task effort for 
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·the majority of these subjects would haVE;i been extremely difficult to 

obtain because agreat deal of the effort involved in close-tolerance 

machine work is mental effort. 

The interviews were begun on December 19., 19}9 and completed on 
,.. ·. , 

June 12, 1980. A total of .31 interiiiews were successfully completed; 

two of the original 36 subjects who completed questionnaire$ had left 

the company and three were unable to unde.r~tand the interview ques-

tions well enough to provide usable responses.·. It is. also possible 

that some of the employees who apparently completed their interviews · 

successfully may not have .undel."stood "the questions, although there 

was·no evidence that this occurred. Each interview required between 

one and two hours to complete, and each· participant was paid t~n 

.dollars. The major problem encm..ll'ltered during the interviews. was a· 

logistical one: the plant was located in a rural area, and most of 

the employees were participating in ride-sharing arrangements. It 

thus became necessary to conduct.two interviews simultaneously with 

the aid of a second interviewer and to go to the homes of some 

employees· for interviews. Nearly all of the subjects interviewed 

exhibited a most cooperative atfitl,lde, and there was very little 

evidence of interview fati~ue during the latter stages of the 

interviews. 



Exhibit 1 

This is a questionnaire which is part ()fmy research project at 
Virginia Tech. I am. interesteci in your opinions (what you think) 
about certain things related to.your johhere at Hubs and Wheels. 
There are n.ot any "right" ot '.'wrong" answers; . this is not a test '\. . . . . . ; . ; 

of any kind. · 
. . . 

The information you give me on these qµestionnaires is confidential 
between you and me. The management of Hubs and Wheels will not 
receive anyinformationabout any individual· answers to these 
questions, nor will ariyone else. 

Please. be as thoughtful as·. you possibly can· when answering these 
questions. If there is anything you don't understand, pl~ase wait. 
until you have. talked with me before answering that part. . 

This is the first part of a two'-part project. The second part .. 
will be an interview which will take about an hour.· It will be 
done later, and you wilJ he paid $10.00 for it. 

. , .· 

I 111 really appreciate your help in. finishing this project. 

L. J. Cumbo, Jr. 
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Exhibit 1 (continued) 

Questionnaire 

FOR QUESTIONS ON IBIS PAGE, PLEASE USE IBE FOLLOWING RATING SCALE: 

8 I am the hardest working person at· Hubs and Wheels 
7 I am one of the two or three hardest working people 

at Hubs and Wheels 
6 I work pretty hard, but there are a few people here who 

work harder than I do · 
5 I work a little harder than the average person here 
4 The average person here works a little harder than I do 
3 I don't work very hard, but there are a few people here 

who don't work as hard as I do 
2 I don't work hard at all; only a couple of people here 

put out less effort than I do 
1 Everyone else at Hubs and Wheels works harder than I do 

1. Using the rating scale as a guide, please rate your overall 
effort on your job. How hard do you work (a number from 1 
to 8)? 

2. If you will think about your job here at Hubs and Wheels I 
think you will realize that you do different tasks which make 
up your overall job. Some of these tasks you may see as being 
more important than others. I want you to identify what you 
think is your most important task, write down the name of that 
task, and then rate how hard you work on that task on the scale 
of 1 to 8. Then I want you to think about your next three most 
important tasks and write them down in order. Then look at all 
four tasks and write down "l" beside the task on which you work 
the hardest, 11 2" beside the one on which you work the next 
hardest, and so on for "3" and "4." Take your time and think 
about your job as you see it. 



Task 
Number 

l (most 
important) 

2 

3 

4 

Name of Task 
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Exhibit l (continued) 

Questionnaire 

Rank 
. Order·. 

rating 
(1 to 8) 

3. Most people work to try to get rewards or positive outcomes (such 
as pay raises, promotions, or good relations with fell()w workers} or 
to try to avoid negative outcomes (such as getting fired, being· 
bored,. or being broke) . Different kinds of outcomes are important to 
different people. Think for a minute and try to come up with as many 
positive and negative outcomes whic.h are or could be important to you 
in your overall job and in the i~sks listed above. ··· --

Overall Job - PositiveOutcomes: 

Overall Job - Negative Outcomes: 
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Exhibit 1 {continued) 

Questionnaire· 

Tasks - Positive. Outcomes: 



Introduction> 

In s01ne of. the quest~ons I'm going to ask you, I will talk about 
different levels ofperformance: ... good, acceptable, andunaccept:able. 

· .. Before .we start, let me tell yoii. what ! mean by each . o:f these >terms. 

Acceptable. work Js work that. is just good enough. In other words, 
it· is·. just 'barely satisf act:ory ancl. could .be better. 

Good work is> work that is more than satisfactory. It is really 
better .than it has to be. 

Unacceptable work is. work that ·is not· sati'sfactory. It is not as· 
good as it should be. · · 

I will· al.so taik about, .. working, har~er on y9ur Jo.b and on your ta~ks .. 
When I .. sayr working hl:irder thanave.r.age on· .. your .overall. jobr·· I '1neari · 
working harder thrui t:h~ av~rage pe:r:spn at Bubs <a11d Wheels.· When I . 
talk about working harde:r. than. avei'age on a task, r mean working 
harder thcill average for all the people .who do t;hat task. . If you 

·are the only person who<eyer does t~at particular ta.sk, then 
harderthan·average mea,ns harder than average for you. 



.... · ',-
' ~- I.'.•• 

-.,· .... 

. --·· 

For (overall. J(,h, eac~. task): 

;-•: .. ·:·. 

' . :._, 

·.·,' -
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. . . - ' . 

·.-·- ·.:. 

. ' -. . . ~," 

. ·..;•- ... -

·. ·: -

......... .· .. -··· ·.· ··:·. 

'Let'' s say you d({ yout:·j ob~-'(this -tas·l<) iO ·t:d.mes: ~ All lb times you 
work harder· than .averi!l.g~-~ i · Jiow".minf ·times -will you.· do: 

- - . . - . -· . . . -. . - . ~- -. -· . . . . . - . . . . ' ··. -

Acceptable ;~()rkZ --. ·Good-_ wrirk? .-•.. : -_. ·u1fa~~ept~bte work? 

. " . ;_: _ ~·:. . 

Now yo~ are .·doing your·j•ob {ta~kH)_--__ o-_-·_-_.wfo_-.: .• ···m:_.'.'.ta-_·•·-··ni_._my_. __ ,_e_ .•. st:··-·1_~_m;beus--.·_-_-_-~-:_.'Wt1.h1.,11·"_s_--.--.-Y·-__ -o£u_i_·•.m_·-__ \d.~.-.-_ •. o'._••_-_:.'·_o_ u:- 011iy . :• work ·apout ~s' frai'.d'as :aver.age. : ' --
'• . . . - - - ' ' - -. . ~ -· .,-

A cc_ e_p_table ~o;~'1·::) ·:Good •4ork?_.-_-- - · .·::unacc.ep_ ._t_ ~bi~ •.. wo1·.-~? .·--. 
.·.- . - ·',_~· _.' : ·-, ·.:~· .. ·-·~ ·. -·. - - ··: .', -·~:;~ : ... __ ·-~ ' .; 

' ~:· .. - "-:,.;_ 
-·.~ ,. - ·. ' -;,; . ·~ 

: : 
·J 1.·-

. I: · 1~' 

I£you•4o your-}j\lb (thl.s task) '.io-tl.mes ~ut doµ_rtwo:rk ~s:h~rd-as. 
·average~· how ma;iiy tiin~s- wilt you.do:... -- -- - -" · ,. 

. . ' . . '· "' - . 

_ .Acceptable work?· ·Good ~cirk?•· .• \V~a~c·~~t~~.ie. wo.rk?" ·· ___ _ 
"- -< ..... ·::_ 

'.' 
_·c-._ 

• • .·.e··."•,· 

. -. ,.· . 
·, .. _-:.::-.:·.' .. 

. '·.·· 

·--:· .. .:-, ·.. : ._ : ~ .. ·'·.,.:...: 

·. ·•· ..... 
\ ".~ ' 

:' ... ': ~ .:-:.- .. 

.. ·.· - · .. , .·._ . 

. ... 
. -. .. ~ 

...... · 

.· . .-· . 
.. -~ ' .>. - .. _. 

. - ... . ·· . . '.,-_, 
. ·-:._, . . ~ ·. . .. ' ." . . . -_.- ,_. .. 

'- -
. _.·· . 

.-· .. ' 
: ... -

- - -

: .· ... 

' . .;. .. 
·,•·.: .. 

.· . __ . 

.. : :.· .. , 

·.• ... , .. 

.. ··.-· . 

--·.· .. · 

. -:.-~ .. 

· .. -... -

.- ~ ...... 

···-.·: _ .. ,· 

:··.· , .. : . 



Tasks: (l} 

Performance 
Level· 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Acceptable .work 

Good·work 

Unacceptable work 

Ac:ceptable work 

Good work 

Exhibit 2 (continued) 

Interview Fo:rm Part. 1 (expectancy) 

Data Sheet·· 

1 

--.·-. 

Tasks 
2 3 4 

Unacceptable work· -.-.-

Acceptable work ',,, -- -:·-- ---
GOod work· ·-.·-·-· 
Unacceptable work 



I._,.'• 
"•r• ·.·.· ,· 

... .... _._., 
.·:·,·.-· 

:' ::· 

., . . ' 

,,-,.:, :·· ..... ·· ~::.--." 

' ... 
. . . . . 

' . '. -· ····· ". 
Int~fyi~w.:fpl'111.·. P~rt. 2 ·(val~:A·j:e_ ~ncl :~~strUni.ent~iity) 

... .'. . ·: ·:~'. :r , .. ~·.- .· '/ <" :.<".;. 
·-:.. ··.··;• ·. ' ,·.·. . .· ·,·_. . "(· . . . '·. ,;~- ... "-'"' ·- .~:··, -· 

This·. part ~:£ ·the···i~t~rvi~~-.;i~~l'~·:'wi~h-:positfV:e C>~tc6111e~ ht .rew~rd~:. 
·that you in].ght try to 'get:~b·y workipg,·;~ntl fi¢gative. Ol)~C()I!J.eS. that ··. ··· 
:-·wor~.-.h~.ll?-$:.:-you.··-~y:p_~_d.:: ... ·.· . · .. ~ .. ! •· ·-.. -- , .. • 

.. ·~.- : -,.· .. -.: .. 

: .. ;. : 

·.;·' 

. . : _, 
··.- .... ·· 

~~~~· :,' 
overall j.ob is: conce:.tlned. ··,Please iook. at thi.S fist c·arefuUy as 
.rou ·think_abouti'ypur··,.oyei·all.joh.· ~re there. ~y outc9ines:·on:this ·.·•·: 
li.St which are not important .tp you:' on~ w!iY or the othe:t7 What at~ . 
they? . -. You: iilost· Jik~Jy ~·hay.~ $:ome: '.othe:t outcom~s which are importalltC .. 
to you but. which. are ript lfstet:f.h.e:re / What are tht?y? . ..··.· ·. 

• • :: ~.. • • • • ~· : • • • • .. • • ; < :'. ' 

2.• ,Now think ab~tit all::~f these"·outtome~. {th.EV o~es. oii;' tlie qard· ~d : 
the ones that you· added)': .. T want. y()µ to: r~:te iii.I of these outcomes 

· .· i~:'~~~M" h:~i;;;:,a~t~!ge";.~;tib!~ ;;:•UtoIT~d ~at I ~;>riL 
: 3~ ·. No~ do the . sani~ th:i.ng ~gzj.n, , :except this: t:irile u~~ tb~~: .scale Pli .... , 
ca:td ntimber . 3. ·. . . 

.. 'i. 
. '··· - ,.., 

::'" 

• ·~~::k~at!~*t~~;t:~iiL~!~~:!i~i~~~;}g~fili:!!g:: ... ·.· 
4naccept~bl~ work:~ · · · · · · .· .. ·• ,;, · · <,: · .· ·· · ... ·· 

·:-:_ . . -.·· 
" 

. . ,: , . ~: 
_:.,· 

. : ' ·: ·~; , .... ', -
..... ·:,-... 

' ~ . : 

.->· ··,r'. •' 

' .·.,. 
'·.·. _: ... 

.-... ··· 
.. ; . ··· .. :" 

. ~ .:~ . ,· 

. :- : ·~. ~ 

:: _.:: 

:_ .. 

'· ..... 
.•. ••· >:· 

. ' : . ' ~ 

_··, .. -

('''.· 

. ·: ~·: . . 

.--.·· . 
. ·;·~ . 

. ·~·. 

' ~-·-

·.· ... :-
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Exhibit.2 C<:o,ntinued) 

Interview Form Part 2 .(valence and instrumentality) 

Overall Job 
Outcome Name 

Data Sheet 

+ & ~ + only 
Rating. Rating 

' na.Jrie: 

Levels of Perf. 
A .G U 



' .. ·.· .. · 
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.. ·':;'.· . . 

· Exhibit 2 (continued,) 

· · ·Interview Forni iart 3 . . . . : ,.· .. . . .:· . .. · 

. (task va1e~·ce and. inst:rumentalit~) · .. ·.· .. · 

< ,· 

. l. Look at card n.umber 5. ·It is very much like card number 1. . 
except that it is a. list ()f outcomes whiph the people here feel 
a:re important as·:far as spe¢ific tasks or jobs are concerned. 
Look at t:he list arid .. del~te·1·any .outcqmes which you feel are not · 

·important to ybu~ Also; add ~ny outcomes which you feel should 
be on your list< · > > . ·.. . · · .· · · ·· 
· 2.. Now rate ·•e~C}l:·o11:eof: .tltese.otitcomes. for. task~· on ·the scale .on 
ca~d number 2~ Again, rat(!>·them ii1 te.rms of how_imp.ortant these 
outcomes· are: to :you. · .. ·.·.· · · · 

·.:. .. .. 

. 3_. Now do the same thing again,.· except this time' ilse the~ scal.e 
on card number} to rate the ou~comes .. 
4. . Look ·ag~in ~t t~es~. o~~co~es alld· thi~k :abo.ut {each task) while 
also. looking· at the scale on-- card .number 4 to r~te ·the relationship 
between doing·•ca~.ce:ptable/good/wiaccept:able) work cm (this task)· 

· and causing orpl'even ting .each of these outcomes~ · 

. _.:. 

:_.;:·:···.: · .. 

.•.'!>-· 

. :' .. ·. ·;.:.: 
' 

·'.:_. . . ·. ,/,:·'..: 

. ,·'·· 

... ,·- . 

... ·.·· . 

. \,:.. · .. ~ 

,. < . 
.· ... r.·.; •: 

· .... : 

.~· ' . . 

''"';,· 



Exhibit 2 (continued) 

Interview Form Part 3 (task valence and instrumentality) 

Task Outcome 
Name 

+ & -
Rating 

+ only 
Rating 

1 
A G u 

name 

2 3 
A G u A 

Data Sheet 

4 
G u A G u 

°' 0 



E.Xhibit 2 {continued) 

Interview Form· Pa.rt 4 

Self;..Ratings qf Task Effoft and Preference 

On a scale of l to 8, how hard do you work on ydur job asa 
whole? 

......... ------
These are your four most important tasks. Rank order them in 
terms of how hard. you work. on each. Nqw rankiorder them accord-
ing to which one you like to do best,. second best, and so on; 
On a scale of 11:0 8; how hard .do )'ouwork on (most.important 
task}? ---------
(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(pref) _ ___,._....,. 

' . . '.'' ,- .,. 

When you thought. abou~ "working harder'.' d~d you think about phys-. 
ical effort or mental effort (such as being careful and taking 
pains with your work)? · 

·.name 
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Exhibit 3 

Visual Assistance Cards 

Card 1 Outcom~s for Overa1i Job: 

Positive 
Providing for my family 
Pay ·and pay raises 
Pride in myself 
Helping the company 
Being responsible, dependable 
Getting promotions . 
Socializing with other employees· 
Gaining useful work experience 

Negative 
Being without money 
Not having anything to do 
Bei,ng. dependent on ·others 
Having to do a worse job · 

Card 2 Valence Rating Scale (positive and negative) 

avoid 
at all 
costs 

should 
avoid if 
possible 

not 
important 
one way ·or 
the other 

would 
be nice 
to have 

Card 3 Valence Rating Scale (positive only) 

0 

I 
1 2 3 4 

I . I.< J •·.· I 
not 

important 
to me to 
getit 

s 

I 
somewhat 
important_ 
to me.to 
get it 

extremely 
important 
to get.· 

extremely 
.important 
to me to. 
get it 
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Exhibit 3 (continued) 

Visual Assistance Cards 

Card 4 Instrumentality Rating Scale 

always 
prevents 
this 
outcome 

Card 5 

Positive 

sometimes 
prevents 

this outcome 

has nothing 
to do with 

this 
outcome 

Task Outcomes: 

Enjoyment of the work 
Pride in completed work 
Respect from fellow employees 
Respect from supervisor 
Being responsible for this task 
Gaining skill on this task 

sometimes 
causes this 

outcome 

Negative 

always 
causes 
this 

outcome 

Feelings of failure 
Having to do a worse task 
Disapproval of peers 
Disapproval of supervisor 
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Analysis of Data 
'. . ' . 

For the across-subjects analysis, a single fofce score was 

obtained for the high level of effort for each subject's overall 

job and for each subject'smost impQrtant task in accordance with 

the Vroom (1964) formulation 

3 
F}i = ~ EJiJ· VJ. , 

j=l . 

where Fh represents the force on the subject to exert high effort,· 

Ehj represents the expectancy that }1igh effort leads to performance 

level j, and Vj represents the computed valence of the jfh level of 
. . 

performance. The performance levels utilized in this study were good, 

acceptable, and unacceptable. 

Th'e valences Vj of the performance levels were also calculated 

according to Vroom (1964) · 

where I j k represents the perceived instrumentality of performance 

level j for the attainment of end outcome k and vk represents the ' 

valence of end outcoine k. 

A simple computer program was written to accept the typing of 

data directly from the :interview data sheets· and to generate the 

force scores for the various versions of the model. The program was 

validated by analyzing ·11 set of test data and comparing the computer-

generated scores with .hand-calculated scores for tpe test data~ 

After the force scores were generated by the modeL, they were com-
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paredwith various criterion measures of.overall job effort obtained 

previously .. This analysis yielded a coefficient of correlation r 

(Pearson, 1901) for each combination of model version and criterion 

variable measure. The predictive accuracy of each model version was 

then compare~ to tha.t of each other model .versionby usihg .the 

Fisher (1921) r to z .. conver.sion. 

For the within .. subject analysis, four force scores were 

generated for each subject (one score per task) for the high.level. 

of effort according to thE) same formulation used for the single 

overall job force score with the same computer program being used 

to generate these scores. ·· After these force scores were provided, 

their rank orderings were compared to· the criterion rank orderings · 

of task effort previously provided by the subjects and their super-· 
. ' . . 

visors and to, thetas}< pr~ference ordering provided by the subjects. 

These comparisons were made using nonparametric statistical 

techniques. Rank sums were calculated in the manner prescribed by 

Friedman (1937) and then subjected to the niµltigroup comparison test 
. . . . . 

developed by Page (1963), which is the only nonparametric test for 

multiple groups w!tich provides for aJ'l alternate hypothesis with 

expected direction. The Page statistic was used to test the 

. hypothesis that the rankings generated by< the expectancy models 

were no different from a random rank ordering, with the alternate 
. . ' ' . 

hypothesis being that the• rankings generated by the model conformed 

to the. expected criterion rankings .. The "extension of the median" 

test described by Siegel (1956) was used to test the relative.pre-'" 
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dictive accuracy of the model versions. This method, which is 

essentially a variation of the chi-square test, enabled the compari-

son of the various model versions with respect to their predictive 

abilities for each task. In order t:o permit a rough descriptive com-

parison of the within-subject analysis with the across'":"subjects 
'·". . ~ 

analysis .. with respect to the: predictive abilities of the models, the 

mean Spearman (l904Y rank correlation coefficients were ,calculated 

for the niodel versions. 



Chapter Four 

THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

This fourth chapter provides the results of this empirical 

study. The. first section describes the sample used in the study. 

The second section provides the results of the across-subjects 

analysis, and the third section provides the results of the 

within-subject analysis· and criterion correlati.on information. 

Sample 

The sample population for this field study consisted of the 

41 operative employees of Hubs and Wheels, Incorporated, a small 

southwest Virginia manufacturer of industrial wheels and hubs. 

Questionnaires were. distributed in October 1979 to these 41 workers. 

Of these, 36 were completed and returned, giving a questionnaire 

response rate of 88 percent. Data from the questionnaires were used 

to prepare interview forms for the second stage of the process. 

Data for the sample set were .obtained from a total of 31 interviews, 

or 76 percent of the sample population. These interviews were com-

pleted between December 1979 and June 1980. Of these subjects, 24 

were involved in precision.work when interviewed. Typical job 

titles for subjects involved in precision work included lathe 

operator, welder, drill press operator, and draftsman. The remain-

ing seven subjects occupied ancillary jobs with such titles as 

warehouseman, supply clerk, fork lift operator, truck driver, 

67 
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and painter. 

Results of Across-Subjects Analysis 

The across-subjects analysis in this study consisted of a cor-

relational analysis of criterion measures of effort with model-

predicted effort scores. Three versions of the Vroom model were 

utilized: the original Vroom force model with positive a:nd negative 

end outcome valences, .the force. model with only positive end outcome 

valences, and the force model without end outcome valences. It was 

hypothesized that (1) the original model would predict better. than 

either the positive-valence model or the unweighted model, arid that• 

(2) the positive-valence model would predict better than the un-

weighted model. The across-subjects hypotheses were tested using 

criterion measures of overall effort and of effort on the most im-

portant task of each subject. The three criterion indicators used 

were self-reported effort, supervis~r-reported effort, and average 

weekly hours worked. The analysis was based on a sample set of 31 

subjects. Correlation coefficients for this analysis are shown in 

Table 6. The null hypotheses were tested by utilizing the Fisher 

(1921) r to z conversion. This test was .not performed when corre.:.. 

lation coefficients failed to ind.icate significance. 

The first operational null hypothesis for the across-subjects 

analysis was stated as follows: 

Hl: The correlations between •predicted and actual effort 
are'the same when using the .original Vroom force 
model and when tising the model with only positive 
valences. 
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·Table .·6 

Predictive Accuracy of .Vroom Model Versions. 
using Across-Subjects Analysis 

Criterion 

Self-reported 
effort (overall 
job) 

Supervisor-
reported effort 
(overall job) 

Average weekly 
hours worked 
(overall job) 

Self-reported 
effort (most 
important task) 

Supervisor-
reported effort 
(most important 
task) 

Average weekly 
hours worked · 
(most important 
task) 

n=31 

Force 
Model 

.09 

.OS 

.. 31 

.07 

-.02 

-.OS 

* .OS level of significq.nce 

Positive 
Valence 
Model 

.. 17 

.oo 

.19 . 

.12 

-.14 

.00 

Unweighted 
· Model 

.44* 

- . 04 . 

-.04 

.oa 

-.2S 

.-.23 



This hypothesis was 11ot rejected for either overall job effort 

or mo~t important task effort for any of the criterion variables. 

In fact, none o:f the indhtidual correlations demonstrated 

statistical significance. ' 
' ' . . 

The second'operational null hypothesis for the across-subjects 

analysis was: 

H2: The correlations between pre.dieted and actual effo.rt 
are .the same when using t~e original Vroom force 
model and when using the model unweighted by 
valences of end outcomes. 

This hypothesis also was not rejected· for either overall job 

effort or most important task' effort £or any of the three criterion 

variables. The only correlation of· sufficient magnitude. to indicate 

significance was that for th.e unweighted model using the self-

reported effort criterion ()f overall effort. · Its magnitude of .44 

indicated significance at the .OS level. 

The third operational nulJ·hypothesis for the across-subjects 

analysis was given as: 

H3: The correlations between predicted and actual effort 
are the same wheri using the positive~valenceYroom 
force model and when using the.mo.del unweighted by 
valences of end outcomes. 

Hypothesis 3 was not rejected for overall jpb effort or most 
. ' .. . 

. . ' ' . . . 

important task effort for any o,f the three criterion vatiables .. 

Again, the only significant individual correlatfonwas that for the 

unweighted model of overall effort using the self~reported effort 

criterion. 
. . .. 

For none of the crit,eria was it possible to reject the hypoth-
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esis of no differential·predictive ability bet.weenmodel versions 

when using across-subjects analysis; Further, ofthe 18 .correlatiOn 
~ . - . 

coefficients generated, only one was· statistically significant, that 

of the unweighted model for overall job effort using th.e self'-

reported effort criterion ,(r=.44, p<.OS}. 

Results of Within-Subject Analysis 

The within-subject analysis in this research consisted of 

nonparametric comparisons ()f the.rank orderings of model-generated 

force scores for four tasks per subject with criterion rank order'-

ings of effort for each of the tasks. This analysis used.the same 

three versions of the Vroom model as the across-subjects analysis; 

It was hypothesized (1) that the various models would provide better 

predictions of effort orderings than random rank predictions, .. (2) 

that the original force model would predict better than either the 

positive-valence or unweighted version of the model, and (3) that 

the positive-valence model wpuld predict better than the unweighted 

model. For the within-subject analysis, three criterion measures of 

effort were employed: a ranking by .each subject of his effort 

expenditure on eaCh of his :four most important tasks, a similar 

ranking made by the immediate supervisor of each subject.j and a· 

ranking by each subject of the tasks in order of preference. The 

results of this analysis, which was based on a sample of 31 subjects,. 

is given in Tabie 7. 

Page's (1963) "L" statistic was employed to test the first 

three null hypotheses of no difference between model.predictions and 
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Table 7 

Predictive Accuracy of Vroom Model Versions 
using Within-Subject Analysis 

Criterion Force Positive Unweighted 

Self-reported 
task effort 
rankings 

Supervisor-
reported 
task effort 
rankings 

Self-reported 
task preference 
rankings 

n=31, k=4 

Model 

L=866*** 
:r =.59 s 

L=808* r =.21 s 

L=794 
r =.12 s 

* .OS leve.l of significance 
** .01 level of significance 
*** .001 level of significance 

Valence 
Model 

L=866.5*** r =.59 s 

L=812.5** 
r =.24 s 

L=794.5 
r- =.13 s 

Model 

L=824.5** 
r =.32 s 

L=804.5* 
r =.19 s 

L=796 
r =.14 s 
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random rankings. The use of this technique aliows a directional 

alternate hypothesis in which the expected rank orderings conform' to 

cr1terion rank orderings. Comparisons of the predictive accuracies 

of the various model versions were the bases of· t.he three remaining 
. . 

within-subject hypotheses. These were tested with the Siegel (19S6) 

extension of the median test in which a chi-square analysis was 

performed for each level of criterfon rank. 

The first within""subJect hypothesis was stated as: 

H4: There is no difference between the.rank order 
predictions of.the original Vroom force model 
and random rank ord~rings. 

This hypothesis was rejected at the .001 level of significance 
. . 

when using self..:.reported effort rankings as criterion measures with 

an L statistic of 866 and a.mean Spearman rank correlat;i.on coeffi-

cient r of .S9. Using the supervisors' rankingsas criteria led s 
to rejection at the • OS level with .an L value of 808 and an r coer-' s 

ficient of . 21. This hypothesis was not rejected when task prefer-

ence rankings were used .as cri te.rion measures; the L. value here was 

794 and that of r was .12. s 
The second within-subject hypothesis was gbren as: 

HS: There is no dif fer.ence between the rank . order 
predictions of .the positive-valence Vroom force 
model·· and random rank orderings.· 

This hypothesis was rejected at the .001 level of significance 

using self"'reported effort criterion r~kings .CL=~66 '.s, .rs=. S9) arid 

at the .01 level using supervisors' rankings (L:;812.s, rs=.24)! The 

use of task preference rankings as criteria again failed to allow 
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rejection of the null hypothesis (1=794.5, rs=.13), 

·The third hYPothesis which related to the within-subject 

analysis was: 

H6: There is no difference.between the rank order 
predictions of the unweighted Vroom force 
model and random.rank orderings. 

This hypothesis was rejected at the .01 level of significance 

using self-reported criterion ef.fort rankings (1=824.5, rs=.32) and 

at the . 05 level (1=804 .. 5' rs=. 19} . using supervisor rankings of 

effort as the criter.i.on variables. This hypothesis was not rejected 

when using task preference. rankings a.s criteria (1=796, rs= .14). 

Thus it was possible to reject all of the first three null 

hypotheses under within-subject analysis for both the· subject-· 

reported and supervisor-reported effort rank criteria. None of 

these hypotheses, however, were rejected when using taskprefe:rence 

rank criteria. 

The fourth within-subject hypothesis was: · 

H7: There is nodifference between the<rank.orderpredictive 
accuracy of . the original Vroom force mo.del and the rank 
ord.er predictive accuracy of the positive-valence Vroom 
fOrce model. ·· ·· 

This hypothesis· was l10t rejected by the Siegel (1956) test 

when using any of the three criterion measures. In fact, the mean .. 

Spearman rank correlation coefficients r were very nearly the same s 
for both models under all three criteria. .Using self-reported effort 

rankings' rs had a value .of . 59 for both the original force mode 1 and 
' . 

the positive-valence model.. The use of supervisor rankings resulted 
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in an rs value of . 21 for the original model and a value of . 24 for 
. . 

the positive-valence .modeL .· The use of task preference .criterion. 

rankings yielded rs values of .12for the original model and .13 

for the positive-valence model. 

The-fifth hypothesis.for the .within-subject.analysis was 

given as: 

HS: There is no difference between the rank order predictive 
accuracy of the original Vro9m force model and the. rank· 
order.pre_~ictive accuracy of the .unweighted Vroom force 
model. · - -

This hypothesis also was not :fejected by the Siegel (1956) 

test under any of the. three criteria. The mean Spearman rank 
. - . - . ·: 

correlation coefficient -r --_ was' .59 for: the original model and was 
. -S .. - -"'" " . . . 

. 32.for the unweighted mod~! when using· the self;..reported effort 

rank criterion. 'The rs·value was .21 for the original 1nodel and 

.19 for the . unweighted model __ using supervis~r-reported effort rank-• 
- -_ . ·: .... · ·', - . -

ings as criterion measures. . The use of the task preference' rank 

criterion resulted in rs values of .14for the unweighted model and 

.12 for the originaLmodel 
"-··" 

The sixth wi.thin-subject hypot~es:is was: 

H9: 
. : - .. 

There -is no difference between the rank order predictive 
-accuracy of the positive.;;valenye Vrooin force foodel and ---
the r~nk orlier predictive accuracy of the'·.unweighted 

- _-Vroom.force model. · - ·.- _. · -- --- · - · 
I ···- ··- ... ·.-1: 

- - .. 

It was not. possible to refect th.is hyppthesis tinder any- of the· 
.· ·- . . . . .. 

effort rank criter:fa .. _-- 'rh:e.:vaiue~ 6£ r were ~59 for the positive-.. - .•• . ---·· . s . - -- - . : - _. -
. - . . 

valence inodel and . 32 for the unweighted modelwhen using the _self.-

reported rank criterion. For the supervisor~ranked criterion, the 
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values of r were •. 24 for the positive-valence model and .19 for the s 
1..lllWeighted model. The use of the task preference rank criterion 

yielded values. of rs of .14 for the 1..lllWeighted model and .13 for .. the 

positive-valence mode!. 

Some significant differences at the .OS level were observed 

among the. predictive abiliti,es of the .model 1..lllder .the various effort 

criteria. The .original model was a better predictor when using self;.; 

reported effort than when 11sing .. · eit,}1er supervisor-reported effort 

(chi-square= 4~17) or task preference (chi-square= 4.17) .as the 

effort criterion. The positive-valence force model also was a 

significantly better predictor of effort rank when using self-

reported effort as the criterion than when using task preference 

{chi-square = 4. 72). Thes.e differences may have been due to the 

method variance problem potentially involved in the use of self-

reported criteria for predictions based on self-reports of such 

component variabtes as expectancy, valence, and instrumen.tali ty. 

Because the across-subjects analysis used a different type of 

data than the within-subj~ct analysis, no statistical test was avail-

. able for a direct comparison of the relative predictive abilities of 

the model 1..lllder these two basic theoretical assumptions. It was 

possible, however, to make some ge~eral comparative observations for 

the two types of analysis based on the two criteria common to both 

in this study, self-reported and supervisor-reported effort:· 

(1) Only one of the 12 across-subjects correlation coefficients was 

significant at the .OS level. All six of the within;..;subject tests 
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were significant: two at the .001 level, two at the .01 level, and 

two at the . 05 level. (2) The )llagni tudes of the mean Spearman rarik 

correlation coefficients i..1,nder within-subject analysis were generally 

substantially greater than the magnitudes Ci{ the Pearson coefficients. 

of correlation underacross"'-subjects analysis. 

Test-retest reliability coefficients were calculated fcir the 

self-reported effort criteria for bot.h the across-subjects and 

within-subject analyses. The sample size for these reliability tests 

was 25 because six of the :n subjects had changed jobs between the· 

times when the two sets of data were collected. Coefficients of 

· correlation and "L'' stati.St:ics were also calculated for the self-

reported effort criterion versus other .criterion measures. table 8 

provides a summary of these statiSt~cs. The reliab;ilities qf the 
. . . . - ,- ., ' 

self-reported effort cri tbrior( (. 50 t; .63} likely• reduced the pre· 

dictive correlations by a substantial percentage (Nutmally, 1970}. · 

The low correlations between sets of across-subjects measures of 

effort appeared to indicate that the criteria used were notmeasuring 
I 

the same thing. The within-subject criterion measures were signifi-

cantly associated, indicating more similarities between measured 

variables than was apparent in the across"""subjects analysis. 

In summary, ,the results of the within'-subjeCt analysis 

supported the rejection of the hypotheses that the three versions o.f 

the model did not predict better than a random rank permutation and 

allowed the acceptance of the alternate hypotheses that the model 

versions predicted effort rankings according to the criterion · 



Table 8 

Correlations between Self~Reported Effort Criterion and Other>Criterion Measures 

Type of Analysis 

. Criterion 
Measure 

Across•Subjects Analysis 
.·Overall· Job Most Important Task 

Self-reported 
·effort reliability 
(n=25) 

Supervisor-
reportecl effort 

· (n=31) 

·rotal hours 
worked· 
(n=31) 

Task preference 
(n=31) · 

.SO*· 

-.09 

-.01 

* 
** 

.os level of significance 

.01. leVel of significance 
*** . · .001 level· of sigriificance 

.63** 

-.12 

Within-Subject Analysis 
··{based on rankings) 

L=()99*** 

L=83S*** 

L=842*** 

r =.s9 s 

r =.39 s 

r =;43 s 
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. . . .. 

measures Of self-reported .and S\iperyiSor~~eported effort rankings •. 
..... ·'.· . . : . . . 

The null.hypothes~s were n~t.rejected.undel' the·task preference 

criterion. There was rio indication that the o.rig~tlal moc1~1 ·· 

pre.dieted better than the positive-valence model. or that. weighted 
. . 

versions predicted better than the; miweighted .ver~ion. ·· .• 

'.'.'., 

.. ·, ,: 

·· .. · '· .'. :-. ·.··., 
; 

.-·.: 



Chapter Five 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

This chapter consists of discussiOn .o.f the results of this . 
I .. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

study. Possible interpretations of the results are'offeredand the 

results 1f thisstudy are compared with those of previous studies ....• 

I Jnterpretad,on of the Results 

. Tut across-subjects analysis in this study indicated under the 

self-reported effort criterion that the unweighted version of: the 

model yitlded a predictive correlation' that was significantly greater · 

than zero. The weighted yersions of the model failed to show signi-

ficant predictions. These findings were not consistent with the ex-' 

pectations of the Vroom formulation, which are that the weighted 

versions of the model should predic~ better than. the unweighted 

version. Possible explanations of this phenomenon include (1) the 

likelihood of re5ponse bias (Nebeker and Mitchell, 1974) in which two 

subjects may feel the same way about an outcome but mark it differ-

€lntly on a scale, and (2) possible between-individual variations with 

respect to variables not included in.the expectancy model; such as· 
. ' _, , 

opportunity costs, ability, and wealth (Kopelman, 1977); These 

and/or other factors may ha,ve been operative in thi~ study. One 

possible indication that this phenomenon may have occurred. was the 

relative number of statistically significant within-'subject pre-

dictions (six) compared to. the. number of .significan,.t across.:..subjects 
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. . 

correlations (one). the low correlation coefficients. did not result 

from a lack of variability in the across-subjects data .. Substantial 

variation was present in the 1IlOdel-gerierated force scores and in the 

c:ri terion data. 

Reasons . for the failm:e of the original force model to predict 

better than the positive-valence model under both across-subjects and 

within-subject analysis may include (1) the lack of motivational ef.., 

feet of avoidance, (2} the possibili 1:Y that negatively valent out-

comes were more of an external nature than .. positively valent out-

comes, (3} the lack of importance of negatively Valent outcomes rela-

tive to the importance of positively valent outcomes in the reward 

system of the organizatfon in which. the subjects were employed, 

( 4) possible weaknesses in available. testing methodologies, and/or 

(5) the failure of the valence assumptions .of the original Vroom 

model to accurately reflect motivational .Processes. 

The fact that the within..;subject analysis produced a larger 
. . 

number of significant criterion/prediction correlations may lend some 

support to the argument that the Vroom model should be tested on a 

within-subject basis. The lack of significance of within-subject 

predictions when using the task preference criterion may be attribut-

able to the possibility that task preference rankings were not actu-

ally measures of effort at all and that the model. pre4icted better 

for measures of effort than for measures of preference ... 

Comparison with Results of Previous Studies· ' ' ·,, 
. . 

Previous empirical studies utilizing across'-subje~ts analysis 



have found prediction/criterion .correlations in the, general range of 

.03 to .64. The across-subjects correlations for the overall job in 

the present study ranged from - . 04 to . 44. Results of earlier 

research comparisons using across-:subject.S analysis failed to indi-

cate that the odginal Vroom modelwould predict betterthanthe 

positive-valence and unweighted model versio!ls or thatthe positive-

valence model would be predictively superior to the unweighted model. 

The results of the present study likewise failed to support such pre-

dictive differences. In previous res.earch, observed correlations for 

the unweighted model have generally been no different .f:rom those for 

the original and positive-valence versions of the model. The results 

of this study conformed to. these findings. 

Mean correlation coefficients in previous within-subject studies 

generally ranged from . 35 to • 52. The within-subject analysis of the 

present study yielded mean Spea.rmanrank correlation coefficients in 

the range of .12 to .59. Previous within-:-subject analysis did not 

compare the predictive abilities of the various. model versions. It 

was hypothesized in this study that the original force model would .be · 

a better predictor of effort than>either the positive-valence or un-

weighted. version and that the positive-valence version would predict 

better than the unweighted version; The Siegel extension of the 

median test, however,. faHed to Yield statistically sigriificant 

support for any of the model comparison hypotheses. 

The results of this study were therefore consistent with those 

of previous studies in the following respects: (1) the general range 
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. -
of correlation coefficients for.across::-subjects analysis was similar, 

(2) the general range of rank correlation coefficients for the 

within-subject analysis was siniiiar to the range· of corre.lation 

coefficients observed in previous within-subject research and were 

generally greater in magnitude than those obtained by across-subjects 

analysis, and (3) under across-subjects analysis, no differences were 

fotm.d among the predictive abilities of the various valence versions 

of the model. 

To summarize, the results of this study were generally consis-

tent with the results of previous expectancy theory r~search in 

terms of the magnitudes of .the correlations of predictions and model 

comparisons. While no. statistical significance could be attached to . . . 

the within-subject model comparisons (possibly because of the small 

number of observations per subject}, the predictions themselves were 

significantly different from random rank permutations. 



Chapter Six 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS· 

Th.is sixth and final chaJ?ter provides ;3. ·summary o.f this re.,. . · 

search and •offers some conclusions and possible implicat~ons. . The. 

:first section summarizes t:he study ahd the second provides conclu,... 

sions. The third section suggests some P.ossible implications of 

. these results, and the fourth section describes some of the limi- · 

tations of the·. study. The. fi.nal ·section· offers some suggestions 

for future research in expectancy. theory .. · 

S).llillilarY of' the study 

··. This.· study compared. three val.e.nce versions o:f. the Vroom (1964) 

model of work motivation with respect to their abilities to predict 
. - . ·. 

work effort .. Previous studies had fatled to.indicate differential : . ' . '·:· - ' ·' . '· ·'_. .··· . ;>· ---, ·- -. _.-.. "- - .:'-':.. ', 

predictive abilities among the versions of the model with (1) posi-

tive and negative out com¢ yal¢J1ce2 ~ (2) qnly positive vaJences' and 
. . 

(3) no valences~ The. sample con,sistecl of 31 employees~f a small 

Virgin.ia manufacturing company .• · In. contrast with previous research, 

.which had employed only across.,-subjects analysis, this resear.ch 

· utilized both across-subj e.cts and within--subJect analysis for mod~1 

comparisons, . . . . . 

The comparisons of .the model failed to indicate signifi".ant 

differences. among the predictive abilitieS(>f the model versions. 

Only one of 18 across-sub]'ects model predictions was· significant~ 
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•ss 

-~ .. :: ::- . ~ -". . ' . ,·, ' . . - -_-

. :· ' .. · .·._ . ··... .·· : . -

·•· Six of nine within.-su1,'>je_ct predi.ction.s ~ere sigrtificant:; 
: .. ·· .. 

Conclusid,i.$ 

.·This research was :;>i!;l . effect' ;~t~~ separate studies . carried out 
,_., 

... with' the same group of subjects: •.• ·. Tn~>acro~-5..;~s.iibjeq't$ ana,~ysis failed .. ·.· 

.· to provide any new .findings concern:j:ng<.t11e' re'lati;ve ipred~ctive accu- . 

racy of the_ variotis valenc~ versions· o;f the Vtoonr force iiiode! ... The 

·. within-subject. · a~alysis ···~a~ the f~rst; iriv~.1ving pi'edi c~~ve · .. compari ~ · 
.. 

sons.of. the va1en~e versions.of:fheni~deL 
.·. -' . 

The failure of the a<:;ross-stibj e:cts . ahalysis: to >indicate pre..:. 
··;·: . . . ... ··. ·. :· '.·-.. .- ·.·. ::· .. · 

"';· 

dictive ad van tag~: 'for any of the : llic>del. ve~sJ01g; would ~pp ear. to 

indi~ateone .of three .generkl concl~sioris: of the 1lse of va1~nce" 
weights has no effect. on the ability: of the V~oomrf~~ce model to •. 

. . . · ... · '. .·._· .· .... -. 

p.redict effort, ·(~} tile use of the ,a,cro.s~..:subjects· theoretical. 

assl.imption is .. inappropria.,t$ ·for:c.ompci,risons of .the.predictive·. ~bfl~ 

. i ties. of the .• th:ree valenc·e .. .vers'ions · Of the ·Vroom· force model; . or 

(3) the Vroom .force model is ·not a.n e~J:ecfiVe m,eans ()f .predj.cting . 
·.,· .. ::.:. ~- . 

effort. 
. ·--. •. . .. 

()£ these :'three conclusiqn~,:· the :first would be plausible i:f the 
.. ,·'· -

model ~ere ,intezj>retec!'as ~~ a~:t°Q~S.:.~l,ibjects· mo.def and if model pre-

across-. subjects corr~la~i9J1 'coefflcien,is hav: he.e~ ~6de.t,!lt~ at· best" . 

. . ~755 .:su,~gest~ >~~e pos~1,piI~ty 9f _the '"sec?~d,:··~oncius+on~ .... · The -~;~co1ld :· 
·c~!1clusio1P s _approp.ri~·tei:ie~~: \'{Ould d~p'end· <:>µ'_the·• av~.;i~l;>i:Jity.of·-ru} 

.:Y ..;· ' ' ···-··,-·. ' .... ;<··· 

alternate theoretical assuniption·. In expe6tanc/ theory; the altern~te: 

theoretical assilinption: 'o:f' ~~i~tliin_~s&biect .'a.nalysis i~:. av~llab.le and in 
·;,. 

-.. -. 

_.,· 

- ~- . -

·.· . .-·_; 

:·: . .. 
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fact was suggested by the original·· advocate of expectancy theory. 

The third conclusion may be plausible if future within-:subject re.;; 

search fails to. support the differential predictive abili.des or the 

various valence versions ·of the model. .The conclusion tentatively. 

accepted here is that the across:-subjects theoretical assumption is 

not appropriate for comparative tests of the abilities of the Vroom 

force model versions to predict effort. 

The within.::subject analysis in this study did not' indicate the 

predictive superiority.of any of the three valence versions of the 

Vroom force model. All six of .the effort preqictions were statisti-

Cally significant, and none of the three task preference predictions 

were significant. Some conclusions tentatively indicated by the 

within-subject analysis are: (1) the Vroom force modelis a signifh 

cant predictor of effort, (2) the use of the Within-subject theoreti-

cal assumption is appropriate for te.sts of the predictive ability of 
' . ' 

the Vroom force mode l.wiih respect to effort, and (3) the use of 
' ' 

valence wei~hts has no effect o,n. the ability of the Vroom. force inodel 

to predict effort; 

The fi;rst two coriclusions. were supported by the results of the 

within:-subject analysis in this research. it should be noted, how-· 

ever, that the highest predictive asspciation was contaminated by a 

lack of independence' between the predictor and criterion.variables. 

While the third conclusion was also .indicated by the results, some 

methodological shortcorn,ings inay: have prevented the accurate 

observation of these relationships. 
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Implications of the Results 

The results of this study demonstrated a pattern generally con-

sisterit with previous research findings that the Vroom model is a 

. more effective predictor of effort when usingwithin-subject analysis 

than when using across-subjects analysis. With respect to the two·. 

types of criterion measures comnion to both types of analysis, one of 

12 correlation coefficients from the across-subjects analysis was 

significant while all six of the within-subject model predictions 

were significant. Not one study to date has indicated predictive 

superiority for the across-subjects theoretical assumption. De!)pite 

this, most of the research which has takenpl;;i.ce in expectancy theory 

has been based on across-subjects theoretical assumptions .. 

Both the across-subjects and within-subjec:t analyses failed to 

discriminate amo11g the predictive abilities of the various model 

versions. With respect to the across-subjects-·analysis, this study 

was similar to its predecessors in this finding. This study was the 
' . .. 

first, however, to attempt to det_ermine the relative predictive 

accuracies of the model .versions under within-subject analysis. No 

significant differences were found here, but this may have been due 

to some of the methodological deficiencies .o.f this first attempt of 

its kind~ 

Tentative indications of .this .and other research are that the 

Vroom model is more appropriately considered a within:.;person model 

than an across-persons one 1 If this is true, and if the Vroom model 

accurately portrays the motivational process, .work motivation may be 
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best understood by focu~ing on the needs of the individuaLrather 
'.- ' 

than on a set of needs as.sumed t'o be typical of ail or most workers. 

A practical application of this approach would require. (i) an ade-

• qµate procedure for indi vi4ua,l need determination, GD indi viduali.zed 

.admini.stration of .rewards consisteJ1t···•wit.hdetermi11~J nee.ds, and 
' . ' . .· .• 

(3) effective. communication that individual performance would. be 
. ' : _, -. ·-. - "·' . 

instrumentai in the attainment of petsonallyimportant rewards, ... ·. 
. . . . . 

. . . 
From an empirical perspective, these indications se.em to. sug-

gest that appropriate testing of the ability of the Vroom model to 

predict effort has only.beguri. Three earlier studies examined the 
. . . 

model on a within,.suhject: basis with respectto academic effort. by 

university students. Until the present study, thes.e were apparently 

the only within-person examinations of the ab:llityof the Vroomforce 

model to predict effort. In the lig}lt of comparative results, the · 

great amount of across-subject.s·· evidence which has. accumulated in 

recent years may be .lessnie3:ningful than it has seemed. 

Like previous across-subjects investigations, hath the across,. 
. . . 

subjects aJ?-dwithin-subJect aspects Of the present study failed to 

indicate predictive differences. among ,th~ valence versions of the 
.. . . 

model. If such a pattern of findings . continues in future within-
. . . 

subject research, it may be a serious indictmenj: of the original 

Vroom formulation, which is heavily dependent on.the relative attrac- · 

tiveness or importance of different end outcomes in the dete:flni-
. . . 

nation of motivational force.. The ef~ects of· such :findings could be 

either (1) a decline in the impqrtance of expectancy tJ:ieory as a 
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. . 

··.theory of inoti:v"ation ,:or (2) a m~jor· refornuiat;ioll. of th~ iltodei. ·to. ],n ... 
-. ,··-

cli.ide,., for ~xample, . a. _combinatian iD:striunentai:i.ty/ertd:~}ltcome:yalerice, 

. component.' 
. .·~ ·,:·:· . 

·. LJ,ipitit;ton~ -of tlle $tudy _-. . .... , .. 

. The use oi':self--repo;rt,ed crft~rion me~s~r~s: in co~parison with 

force sc_ore:s ~l~p ba$ed . on . se 1f~rep~rts :was a likely sou~_ce. ·of an -~~ 
. . . . '· .. ' - __ ,,. ·. ";·,:.-·:· '•t··· 

known amount of 'method variance -in. 'the results of ibis ;esearch. 
'· .. 

'Ihis possibly ac.counted 'for some of' the differences hetlieeri. the magni .... 
•' ·,· ' .· •,' • ' • •' ', •, r'.. • '• ,,' _.· • ',,, ·, •.'·:·, ' •' ' • '• .' ; 

.. tudes of tjle correiations lJ;Sing Se_!f~rep();rted e;ffort .an#· those :us;ing -

s~peryisor-r~poX~ed'._e~fort_--a~·tH~ '.cti-te;don m,easure~ Tu~~-·pr~bienr · · 

also. has be.en ·ev:i.cient in: nitich of the previous,-~~ectanc)r ·theory. :re2 
.. ' _;_ .. '• .. ': .. · ... "·' .-._. . ·. ". . .· -., "- .- . .. - . .· ... · .. , .·· '._., 

search• -__ In m~Y. fiei'4_ st~<iy' ~.ituat:ie>,ns ~t has proyen y~ry -diffic~l~ ·· -
• ' •• '· " ,.':· " • • • • f, •• , •• ,.', ,' • •• • 

. -t~ ~eve.lop ~dequ~~·e :rp:,e~~'ur,~s·: o·r eff_~~~ _"1+tto~t<reir;ing_-.;~.:'th~ sub~ ·_ 

-- Jects 1 own. perceptions,. some r~searcliers 'have:atteinpte4 to de·~1 .with . 
. , , . - , : .. - r·.' ... '· • . ... 

·-" :,~, :; . ~ - ·; -: . .-,. .· :· . .~: ; ... 

this problem·.by>~iliq)ly J.lb't.hsing sel.f:~rep-orted;,effort._ci'iteri~,·- ~e~ ---
.. ·;.,_. . . 

lying instead on such ~ea~ure~. 'as supep·isc»r ;report'.s', -.·peer r~:p,orts. . . . . . _._·-

and ol:>fective or.qua~i~objectivemeasures.> 
... ·-

Keririedy (i9~0) attempted to deal with tbi~ proble~:by tis~nf 

.- obj ecti velY supported self-.tepq~~s'. of tiine -spe_nt of?., each ()f .se.vet~i __ 
---

within-$ubjeetactivit~Les of- ~tudents in_.~1 acac:Iemi-~ sefting_., -'rt•---_ 

would be dif ficuit, ho\,\'e-ver; to justify dme spent oi( tasks. a.s an ... -. . ' . . . ~ ' : •'. - . . " . : -. . . . -.. :. " . ,, . 
:l ,' 

adequate measure of effO.rt in a: study of industriaL:workers be.caus~-... ~. . . . . '' . ' . . . . . . '" .. ... ';. ,'• . - . . . . . . 

the re~ative amoilnt of time spent on eac~ .'!:ask is likelt to be: Ind~~~ · -· .-- . 
. ·~ ' 

a function of job and work£1dw .st.roi;:ture. than_ lndivi·dual · be~9;Viora1. .·•> ... 

cho_i_ce. . .·:' 
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. . ' . 

A second limitation of. this study was the use of qnly four 

tasks per subject<in the withil1-~ubject analysis. This prevented the 

use of more powerful techniques fo:r discriminating among the predic-
. ' :·.". 

tive abilitie_s of the v~rioi.ts :Versions .of the model. 

greater number Of tasks m¥ghthave permit~ed the use o{a:.parametric 

Significance test more p6~erflll than the nonparametI'iC!:)Xtensionof 

the median test ~hich was ~sed. · . . ·... ···• . < ... ·_· ·.·· . 

The results of this> study maynot be ··generalizabl~.to a sub-

stantial population of wo.rk .. ers. All of the subjects wer~ employed by . · · 

the same company~ lived in the same general rural area, and.had Very 
,, ' -

similar cultural bac~grounds. This sample cou:j.dtherefore ~ot be.· 

considered to adequat~Iy. represent .all American factory w6rkers .. 
' . 

Also, the nature of the research design prevented a direct statisti-
,. 

cal comparison of the relative predictive accuracies of the mode1·5 · 

. under within~st1bject and ac:ross~subjects analytical assumptions. To 

have been able .to make such a statistical comparison would have 

enhanced the valtie of this>study. 
. . .- ' , - - ' -

Prior research .has indicated the preferability. of .allowing sub-

jects to individually detertnihe their own most important reward out-

comes. · While the present :research did deal with this problem by ob-

taining individual subjects' responses and then developing a standard 

outcome list fr011l these and by encouraging outcome changes . during the 

interviews, the best procedure would have be.en to. obtain individual 

outcome lists at the times of the interviews. The intervals between 

the tests and retests. fo.r the criterionreliabilitiesvafied from 
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two to.eight months. This probably reduced the effectiveness of the 

reliability tests that were made. 

This study did not deal with some of the major unresolved 

issues facing expectancy theory research: (1) the validity and reli,.. · 

. ability of theoretical components, {2} the use of a set of postulates 

for the theory1 and (3} the question of whether intririsically-valent 

outcomes should· be utilized as part of the mode.L The first two 

issues were not dealt with because of time arid budget limitations .• 

Intrinsic v.alences were not separately dealt with due to the neces-

sity 0£ ali~wing subjects. to S,elect their. m~n outcomes and also due 

tbthe difficulty of determiningwhethe~ ornot a .given outcome 

should be c1assified·as intrinsic or extrinsic~ 

Suggestions .for Future Research . 

. The results of this and other studies suggest that the use of 

within-subject analysis provide,s better predictions than the use of 

across-subjects analysis. These findings, when combined with the 
.. . . . - . 

fact that the original Vroom formulation was awithin-subject model, 

appear to point to the conclusion that future expectancy theory re-

search should be carried out using within""sµbject analytical assunip .. · 

tions. The modei is an intrasµbjectmodel c:tnd should be tested.on 

that basis. Most of the large number of studie.s to date, however, 

have been performed on an intersubject basis, which may mean.that the 

model has only begun to be tested with meaningful research. Addi-

tional basic researchneeds to be done. 

Before such within-subject testing can provide truly meaningful 
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results, however:. some methodologica.1 improvements must be made •. 

First, and probably most i]Ilportant, . the development of an appropriate 

task or activity criterion appears to be (ln>absolute necessity if the 

problems of potential response bias and method variance are to be re-

duced~ Second, the use .of at least five tasks or activities per sub;.. 

ject w:ill be necessary if c0Jl1paris9ns of predictive abilities of 
' ... , 

different model versions are to be made. This will pennit the use of 

more powerful parametric difference-testing techniques .. 

The resU.its of this study appear to tentatively indicate that 

the weighted versions of the within-subject model may be more effec.., 

tive predictors.of effort than the unweighted versJon. This possi-' 

bili ty should be further tested with· the met}1.odological improvements 

noted earlier. The lack of any indication. of difference between the 

predictive abilities of the original model and the positive-valence 

version mayind.icate the need for research in situations where nega-

tive outcomes are believed to havesignifiC:ant motivational effect. 

It should be possible, ·for example, to identify an organization in.· 

which several negative outcomes are part of the rewards system. A 

possible new methodological questiol1. may arise in within.,..subject 

expectancy .res•earch as to whether e~i;l1. task may have associated with . 

it a distinct set ()f'end>outcomes for each individual subject:. It is 

entirely possible that different tasks or activities have differen-

tial importance factors associated with different sets of end outcomes. 
· .. ···· . > ·.···•····•··. ,. · .... · •.. ·.•·· .·. . . ·• ·. . · .•. ··•···. •. ·. . ·. > .. · .. · In suggesting. research areas· in need.. o:f empirical attention, . 

two unresolved theoretical questions should be reemphasized. First, 
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no research has adequately dealt with the issues of a set of postu-

lates for expectancy. theory which was raised in 1973 hy Behling and 

Starke. If expectancy theory is to be construed as a subjective ex-

pected utility theory of choice, these postulates will need to be 

examined to determine whether expectancy theory conforms to them 

and/or whether expectancy theory should conform to them. Second, 

there is almost no empirical evidence to support or refute the 

validity of the basic components of the model and their theoretical 

relationships. These questions need research attention. More 

knowledge in these areas should also aid in the refinement of 

methodology. 
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APPendix A 

Data for Across-subJects Analssis 

Model Predictions 
Overall Job 

(Most ImPortant Task) 

Force Positive LJnwei~hted 

Model Model Model 

83.5 
27.4) 

34.6 
68.1) 

44.2 
39.2) 

18.8 
36.0) 

59.7 
45.4) 

78.7 

60~9 

16.5) 

29.8 
41. 1) 

33,3 

18.8 

34,7 
26.8) 

47.4 
94.0) ( 54.0) 

90.6 
74.1) 

~~ ~ 

!~+J 

34,9 

- 9· ~ •. o 

2.84 
1.12) 

2.60 

2.55 
3.00) 

0.91. 
0.84) 

2.80 
2.00) 

6.20. 
5.50) 

2.16 50.9 
48.1) 25.6) C-0.20) 

36.9 32.2 
14.7) 14.6) 

71~6 58.1 
43.8) ~ 43.1) 

70.5 41.5 
70.6) 42.4) 

98.2 67.4 
77.8) 40.1) 

5.09 
4.80) 

2.70 
1.J6) 

3.45 
1.07) 

Criterion Values 
Overall Job 

(Most Important Task) 

Self SuPvr Hours 
RePort RePort Worked 

6 6 . 
~ 

n c • 64 
( I ) ( 6 ) ~ c ~ 

~ 7 40 ~ 7 ~ t ~ 

( 5 ) ( 7 ) ili 
~ 

c 6 40 i 21 
~ £ u ) ( 7 ) * 

7 6 3 8 • 54 
( 7 ) ( - ) w I m 

6 6 3 r·, 7 6 ~ • I 

( ~ ) ( 6 ) * J 

8 7 4 0 4 7 • ~ 

( 7 ) ( £ ) * u 

8 ~ 39 4 1 J • 
( ~ ) < 6 ) * ~ 

7 ' 3 n 6 0 c n ' ( 7 ) ( 5 ) w 
~ 

~ 5 3 I c 2 I ~ w 

< 6 ) ( 4 ) * 
n 3 36 , 

~ c t I 

( 0 ) ( 1 ) * u 

6 ~ 3 9 . 9 0 0 

( 7 ) ( 4 ) ~ 
~ 

7 7 3 n c 1 ~ ~ 
( 0 ) ( ~ ) w u J ~ 

* - Same cr1~er1on value used far most imPortant task 
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APPendix B (continued) 
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Appendix B Cco~tihued} 

Data for Within-$bbJect Anal~sis 

SubJect 116 Task t: 
Model Rank Predictions: 
Force Madel Scores 

Ca 1cu1 at«?d F:ank 
Positive-valence Model Scores 

C<:iJ.culatf?d F~ank 

Unweishted Model Scores 
Calculat\'!!d· F;:ank 

Criterion Rankinss: 
St0l f···rf.:PoT'ted 
Supervisor-reported 
T <:1~::.k P r·ef 0i ri:?r·ici:? 

T a~;k =II=~ 

Model Rank Predictions: 
Farce Model Scores 

Ca 1c1.:i1-::lt(:·id F:.i~nk 

Positive-valence Mod~l Scores 
Ca1culat('!!d Rank 

Unweishted Medel Scores· 
Ca 1 c1 .. il at1:.~d i:::ank 

Criterion Rankinss: 
S·::: 1 f··- r•:::Po T'tf?r.'.! 
SuPervisor-rePorted 
T -=:~ ~:; 1.-:. r:· r ·:~ ·f t::-: r 1::-:· n c~ <-? 

T a~:;k =!I=: 
Model Rank Predictions: 
Force Model Scores 

Calculat•::id 1=<<:1nk. 
Positive-valence Madel Sco~es 

Ca:Lculati:::d Pank 
Unweishted Model Scores 

Ca:l.c1 . .11<:iti·?<:.1. F<21nk 
Criterion Rankinss: 

SuPervisor-rePorted 
Ta·::; k. 1:) r i::·: ·f F: ·pt~::,.., c. .. r::~ 

:I. 

::'i () . , ~5~5 
:5 • 0 

32 • 41 
'") ,,: .. • 0 
... ) ... · .. • o(~) 
:I. • () 

3 • 0 
2 • () 
3 <· 0 

:t 

'?9 <· on " 
·1 1:. .. 
.;. • \· .. i 

60 • 00 
:I. -1:;· 

""\.J 

~,.:~ • 00 
·! 1::· 
.1.·;. ,.J 

:I. ,. () 

:I. • 0 
:I. • 0 

:l. 

t.:1 4 • \?() 
l • 0 

40 ·> AO 
~~~ • i') 
.'"')· ... ~ . • 20 .. ., () \:i . , 

:I. • () 
• () .!. • 
:I. • 0 

~:.~. 

~;o • 31 
4 ·:· () 

29 • ::'iO 
··z ,. .. • (). 
1 • 3:'.'i 
3 • () 

:I. <· () 

:I. • ... l\} 

l • () 

..... . ..:.:. 

. ~j<_~.:1 • :1.0 
4 • 0 

'.7i4 • 00 
4 • 0 
1 • BO 
4 • () 

3 • 0 
'"Z 
· .. ) ·=- 0 
:~.~ <· Ci 

· ... ,. 
4.'. 

6 0 • (~) ~5 
~.? • 0 

43 • 40 
:I. • 0 
3 • '.:'i!5 
:!. ~- 0 .. 
2 • 1) 
~~~~ ·> 'vi 
... , -o ,\·:. • 

:·5 4 

~::~4: 4 ~:5·7 l; :l. • 04 
'") 
.-:.~ • () 1 .o 

29 • 13 ~36 ~ 6B 
4 • () :l . + 0 
0 • '?4 l • BEl 
4 , . ') ~ .. :~.:: • () 

4 • () '") ... ._ • () ..• 
\:; • 0 4 • () 
4 • () ::.~ .4 () 

...,. 4 .. ::'. 

(_? ·.:.:-~ ·v .,, .... ( 
.. J..:.; 99 .oo 

3 • () :!. • ~:5 
~:)·~=~·:{" ~50 /.iO .;oo ..• ·') :!. .!::· .. .. • • ~-· ~ ,..,t 

J. • t_{ ~:) ::~ • 00 
3 ·=· 0 1 <· 

1::· 
,_j 

'"'1' 
,\.;;... y 0 .\l-:- () 
'") 
,,..· •• • (o () 4 • () 
·:3 • 0 4 '/ () 

··z ._, 

~'.52 
'")' 1::· ~:5.4 

... , 4 ,, ,;) ..! • .! 

4 0 ··y () ·:- ~::i • ... , 3 "''.IJ;;• ·•·t '? ~:~ /) .. :~· • ·' , •• 1 .,:) -:· 

.4 () ... , 
() . • .. ;) • ,., l () ~~ '.'l ..... 

.\ .. : • • . ..:.: 
4 • () :::.:~ , . 0 
.. ., 0 4 0 ·.:i r • 
:3 • 0 .4 .,. "() 

:3 ., , .. 
' .. } ..;';~ ,, () 
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APPendix B (continu~d) 

.[t.::.>, ·t· .. :-.. ; ·1·:· ·1 "'. W :I ··1· ·1- ·1· ,.. .. •• ·s· ., I 1·1 .J .• ., .... ·t· "'l I" ... ·1 " ... :I ... . .- ~ " 1... I . ~ ~ .. I J •• J I - ... J.. ... i::. '··· , ,.. I ~=~ ... : .. ~=- .. ~::. 

~)ub .. .i(·:!ct =!1=19 
Model Rank Predictions: 
Force Model S~ores 

C<:> lcul atf:~d ·F;.:ank 
Positive-valence Model Scores 

Calculated l~:ank 

UnweiShted Model Scores 
Calc1..1:i.at€~d f<.ank 

Criterion Rankinss: 
~:~~? l f .... ri:?Po rt~?d 

S~Pervisor-rePorted 

Ta~:;!--:. Pr(-? f i-? r (·:!nc·<:: 

SubJect 120 Ta~k 1: 
Model Rank Pr~dictionsi 
Force Model Scores 

Ca 1c1..1 l at E~ d 1:< a r1 I{ 
Positive-valence Model Scores 

Ca:i.culatt\~d F~ank 

Un \.-.J e :i. !.~ i·1 t (·:·! d Mo de 1 ~1 CD i' c-? ·:~; 

Calcu:tate!d i:~ank 

Criterion Rankinss: 
S(·:: 1 f·- r~?PO r·tc-?d · 
Supervisdr-rePorted 
T a ~:; k 1::, r- r:·? 'f' .. E .. r l·:-~ r~··c €·~ 

Model Rank Predicti6hs: 
Force Model Scores 

CaJ.cu:tatt-:!d f;:ank · 
Positive-valence Model S~ores 

·calculati::·!d l~:ank · 
Unweishted Model Score~ 

C<:ilculati-?d Rank·. 
C~iterion Rankings: 
f.)E)]. f-i'(·:!PCl T'tt:.>d 
Supervisor-rePcirted 
. T .::~ ~::.1.-:. F:1 r f:? ·f (-:-: r c-:.., r·1 c i:-:-~ 

49 
:l. 

:·5 :~~ 
:I. 
r\ ..... 
'" . ..::. 

,., 
·.1.·.: 

:I. 
1·; . .: .. 

~:~ :2 
'') . .:.. 

.f.} (~j 
,, .. , 
... ~:. 

:I. 
4 

2 
:I. 
" • J. 

i::· 
,.! l 

3 
2B 

3 
:!. 
3 

3 
:t 
3 

l 

•. 96 
• 0 
• ?O 
• () ... , ... , 
• / /' 

• () 

.o 
• () 
• 0 

·f 
.l. 

• 40 
• () 
• 40 
• () 
• 40 
• () 

<· 0 
-:-·O 

0 .. 
• 

:t 

<· ::.~ ~.:.~ 

• () ., i3() 
• 0 
;..0'? 
• 0 

., ,~ \, 

• ()" 
• 0 

r·, .\:: 

~ .. ., 
.i .. :) • (' ' ,} (°:} 

:::=; ·=· 0 
'')".i ...... \.) • (;JB 

... ~ .. () .. .. • 
:!. • (") .. ') 

:; ... · .. · .. , 0 .,:);• 

... , 

.. ~) • 0 
";( ,_, • () 
~3 ., () 

'" ...... : 

~::; c·> • 00 
4 ., 0 

34. (.;() 
4 • 0 
l • l:1() 
..• , 
.:t,',: • 0 

4 ., ti 
l ... 
1::.. -:--() 
... ., 
.:=~ • Q 

... , 
/{,: 

~:5.B .. '') ·'-.,· ... \.) 

:I. • () -.,. ... , 
._j ,:) ·> 

;;:; ,s l 

:!. • 0 
l • 4,~l 
1 ., 0 

·! 
• !. ., 0 
3 ., 0 
l • () 

~5 4 

4<·:~ ·=· fl ... , .l ~-3B • ~.5 ~3 ,.., 
. .::. • () 4 • "\ \, 

~1 :I. • ?~.) :~~ :~~ • ".7() 
.... , 
,,,·:. ... () 4 ,, () 
.... , 
... :>.::- () ::;~ l • 36 
:t • () 4 • 0 

:I. ,, () 4 • () 
'') ~:) 4 ~ () ,:,,;,. -~ 

:!. • 0 4··-:- 0 

:3 4 

·.?O • ... ) .... 
,: .. \) ?O • ~_:j() 

3 ~=- 0 
0 

:I. • () 
44 '?() ~:5 () , " ··:· • (J!,) 

3 • () l <· 0 
'") 

. -~· .. • ~:)0 :l ·:: ~:) () 

:!. • () 
.., 
-.;! -~.·O 

3 • () ·l 
.l. ; 0 

~·3 • " • .. ) 4 • '"i < ... 
") ...... • 0 A ?.() 

:-; 4 

~) :~) ·> 60 ~.;,:; :::~ • DO 
A l.) , ... 

\~· 0 > "': 
:!.B • .4() :3() • 00 

4 • 0 '') 
,,:.. • () 

" t.:1 ~=.5 :t '.L 
... •1 
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4 <· () :::.~ • 0 

.4 ~· 0 ::_:: • () 
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4 ·=· 
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APPendix B (contin~ed) 

Data for Within-subJect Analssis 
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AN EXAMINATION OF THE RELATIVE PREDICTIVE ACCURACY 
OF THREE VERSIONS OF 

THE VROOM MODEL OF MOTIVATIONAL FORCE 
USING WITHIN-SUBJECT AND ACROSS-SUBJECTS ANALYSIS 

by 

Lawrence Jrunes Cumbo, Jr. 

(ABSTRACT) 

Three valence versions of .the model of work motivation de-

scribed in 1964 by Victor Vroom in Work and Motivation were examined 

with respect to their relative abilities to predict work effort. The 

examination was carried out under both the across-subjects and 

within-subject theoretical assumptions. Previous· across-subjects· 

studies had failed to indicate diffl;)rential predictive abilities 

among the versions of the model with (1) positive and negative va-

lences, (2) only positive valences, and {3) no valences. While pre-

vious prediction comparisons had used only across-subjects analysis, 

this study utilized both across-subjects and within-subject analysis 

for mode 1 comparisons. 

The sample consisted of 31 employees of a small Virginia manu-

facturer. Nine model predictions each for overall job effort and 

effort on each subject's most import.ant task were obtained by the 

across-subjects analysis. Only one of these 18 predictions was sta-

tistically significant. In contrast, six of nine within-subject task 

effort rank predictions demonstrated statistical significance. The 



pattetn,s of these find:i.fg~ were ger1era11y_ compatible with the· results 

of previous research. Neither the across.-..subj~cts analysis nor the 

within-subject analysis -ipdic;3.t~d· statistically significant differ-

ences amongthe·abilities of the various valence versions of the 

model to predict effort. 

The results of the 11cross-subjects analysis, combined with the 

findings of earlier studies,. yielded the tentative conclusion that 

the across-subjects theoreti.cal assumption may not be appropriate for 

tests of the ability of the Vroom force model to predict effort. 
. ' . ' 

Three ccmclusions were tentatively indicated by the results of the 

within-subject analysis. First, the Vroom force model is a sigriifl.-

cant, though moderate, predictor of effort. Second, the use of the 

within-subject theoretical assumption appears appropriate for testing 

the ability of the Vroom force model to predict effort. Third, t.he 

use of valence weights ha.s no effect on the abi1i ty of the model to 

predict effort. 
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